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Abstract

Computational photography is currently a rapidly developing and cutting-edge topic in ap-

plied optics, image sensors and image processing fields to go beyond the limitations of tradi-

tional photography. The innovations of computational photography allow the photographer

not only merely to take an image, but also, more importantly, to perform computations on

the captured image data. Good examples of these innovations include high dynamic range

imaging, focus stacking, super-resolution, motion deblurring and so on. Although extensive

work has been done to explore image enhancement techniques in each subfield of compu-

tational photography, attention has seldom been given to study of the image enhancement

technique of simultaneously extending depth of field and dynamic range of a scene. In my

dissertation, I present an algorithm which combines focus stacking and high dynamic range

(HDR) imaging in order to produce an image with both extended depth of field (DOF)

and dynamic range than any of the input images. In this dissertation, I also investigate

super-resolution image restoration from multiple images, which are possibly degraded by

large motion blur. The proposed algorithm combines the super-resolution problem and blind

image deblurring problem in a unified framework. The blur kernel for each input image is

separately estimated. I also do not make any restrictions on the motion fields among images;

that is, I estimate dense motion field without simplifications such as parametric motion.

While the proposed super-resolution method uses multiple images to enhance spatial reso-

lution from multiple regular images, single image super-resolution is related to techniques

of denoising or removing blur from one single captured image. In my dissertation, space-

vi



varying point spread function (PSF) estimation and image deblurring for single image is also

investigated. Regarding the PSF estimation, I do not make any restrictions on the type of

blur or how the blur varies spatially. Once the space-varying PSF is estimated, space-varying

image deblurring is performed, which produces good results even for regions where it is not

clear what the correct PSF is at first. I also bring image enhancement applications to both

personal computer (PC) and Android platform as computational photography applications.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview of computational photography

The field of computational photography seeks to escape what’s impossible in a traditional

camera. The innovation of computational photography over the last decade has been remark-

able. Compared to traditional photography which merely allows the photographer to take

perceived image data, computational photography brings revolutionary change to photogra-

phy by performing computations on the image data. This change goes beyond the limitations

of a traditional camera. As Hayes [1] pointed out, new cameras don’t just capture photos,

they compute images as well. Nayar [2] explained the computational camera as exploring sev-

eral dimensions of imaging, including spatial resolution, temporal resolution, field of view,

dynamic range, depth and so on. Extensive research has been done by academic and indus-

trial research teams around the world to explore one or more of these dimensions of imaging

to enhance image quality. More readings or literature about computational photography may

be referred to [3, 4, 5].

We have seen a large number of computational photography applications in market as

well. The emerging market of computational photography shows that intensive exploration

of image enhancement techniques in computational photography has been motivated by

research teams in industry from the marketing point of view. This is achieved by designing

new applied optics or image sensors on camera at the hardware level or developing computer

vision, computer graphics or image processing techniques at the software level. A good survey

of techniques of computational photography is given by Szeliski [5]. Some of good examples
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include wavefront coding [6] for extending depth of field, coded aperture [7] for recovering

latent image or depth, light field imaging [8] for digital refocusing, recovering radiance maps

[9, 10, 11] for high dynamic range imaging, fluttered shutter [12] for removing motion blur,

combining multiple images for super-resolution [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] or focus stacking

[19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. The output of these techniques is always a regular photo. However,

different from photos from a traditional camera, one or more dimensions of imaging are

enhanced, which is impossible in a traditional camera. For example, the real world can

produce a much larger dynamic range than the two orders of magnitude that a traditional

camera can capture. No matter how we tune exposure settings in the camera, including

aperture and shutter speed, only partial dynamic range of the scene can be captured in a

single image. High dynamic range (HDR) imaging seeks to capture the full dynamic range

of a scene by merging multiple images with different exposures. Some techniques such as

super-resolution are highly desirable in the fields of medical imaging, biological imaging,

high-definition (HD) TV and surveillance system as well.

1.2 Motivation and outline of my dissertation

Although great efforts have been made to enhance one or more dimensions of imaging in the

computational photography field, there still remain many challenging issues to be solved in

each subfield of computational photography. I will discuss these challenging issues in greater

depth in chapters that follow. Particularly, with the popularity of the mobile phone, which

is the forefront of computational photography, it brings new challenges to computational

photography, as the mobile phone has its specific characteristics such as limited power and

memory for image processing compared with its counterparts such as a personal computer

or even a traditional digital camera. These issues motivate me to investigate novel compu-

tational photography algorithms and to bring new functionalities and experiences to mobile

phones. In my dissertation, I will provide some basic knowledge of camera optics and image
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sensor for understanding the proposed algorithms; however, I will not extensively cover com-

putational optics, sensors or cameras. Instead, I will put emphasis on software level through

employing computer vision and image processing techniques to enhance image quality in

computational photography.

The dissertation consists of several projects [25, 26, 27] I explored during my PhD study.

My dissertation is outlined as follows:

The aim of imaging is to create accurate, high quality imagery which truly represents the

scene. A natural question about image quality is: how to assess the image quality? Actually,

image quality factors include sharpness which determines the amount of details the perceived

image can convey, dynamic range which is the range of radiance that a camera can capture

and noise which is visible random grain in the perceived image, among many other factors.

This also holds in the computational photography field. Nayar [2] viewed imaging as having

several dimensions, including dynamic range, spatial resolution, depth of field and so on. The

computational cameras presented in extensive literature can be explained as explorations of

these dimensions of imaging. In Chapter 2, I will present background knowledge and tech-

niques of some of these dimensions of imaging in computational photography which are also

essentially important for understanding our proposed image enhancement methods in com-

putational photography. I first present single image deblurring which is aimed at removing

blur from single image by estimating blur kernel and restoring the image. Then I go to the

super-resolution technique the goal of which is to enhance spatial resolution from multiple

images. In the following parts, focus stacking and HDR imaging techniques will be inves-

tigated to extend depth of field and dynamic range of a scene, respectively. Also, in each

section of this chapter, I will provide some implementations of image enhancement tech-

niques on personal computer or Android phone as part of image enhancement applications

in computational photography.
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Super-resolution is a technique that enables us to have enhanced spatial resolution and

less noise of the scene by merging multiple images, each captured with sub-pixel position

shift from other images. We may find extensive literature [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 28] in super-

resolution; however, there are still open problems and challenges that need to be researched

further. One of the most important challenges in multi-frame super-resolution restoration has

been the motion estimation problem. A second challenge in super-resolution restoration is

blur kernel estimation. The majority of existing super-resolution algorithms assume identical

blur kernel for all input images; the blur kernel is typically modeled as a symmetric Gaussian

function, whose standard deviation is estimated empirically or by some parametric estimation

method. The assumption of identical blur kernel does not hold when there are fast moving

objects in the scene or the camera is shaken during the exposure time. Ideally, we should

estimate the blur kernel for each input image separately. There are few super-resolution

methods that estimate blur kernel for each image. Chapter 3 will investigate super-resolution

image restoration from multiple images, which are possibly degraded by large motion blur.

The blur kernel for each input image is separately estimated. This is unlike many existing

super-resolution algorithms, which assume identical blur kernel for all input images. I also

do not make any restrictions on the motion fields among images; that is, I estimate dense

motion fields without simplifications such as parametric motion. The proposed framework

includes three steps: (1) single image motion deblurring using TV-L1 model, (2) optical

flow estimation between deblurred images, and (3) weighting-based super-resolution (SR)

restoration. The proposed framework is based on our modeling the image formation process

as a two-step process. In the first step, low-resolution images are generated from a high-

resolution image. In the second step, a single-image blur process describes how to get blurred

image from the low resolution image obtained in the first step.

During last decade, we have seen highly successful blind image deblurring algorithms

that can even handle large motion blurs; the main underlying factor in the success of these
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algorithms is sparse image and/or kernel modeling. Most of these algorithms assume that

the entire image is blurred by a single blur kernel just as in our Chapter 3. This assumption

does not hold if the scene is not planar or when there are multiple objects moving differently

in the scene. In Chapter 4 of this dissertation, I present a method for space-varying point

spread function (PSF) estimation and image deblurring from one single image. Regarding

the PSF estimation, I do not make any restrictions on the type of blur or how the blur varies

spatially. That is, the blur might be, for instance, a large (non-parametric) motion blur in

one part of an image and a small defocus blur in another part without any smooth transition.

Once the space-varying PSF is estimated, space-varying image deblurring is performed, which

produces good results even for regions where it is not clear what the correct PSF is at first.

The method has three main steps: (1) Coarse PSF estimation, (2) PSF refinement through

kernel clustering, and (3) Space-varying deblurring through image fusion.

Chapter 5 investigates the problem of how to simultaneously extend dynamic range and

depth of field of a scene from multiple images with different exposure and focus settings.

High dynamic range imaging is a technique of merging multiple images, each captured with

different exposure settings to represent partial dynamic range of the scene, to boost the

dynamic range of the scene in the created HDR image, whereas focus stacking is the one

that merges multiple images, each captured with different focus settings to record partial

sharp information of the scene, to extend the depth of field (DOF) in the final created

image. However, attention has seldom been given to the problem of simultaneously enhancing

two dimensions of imaging: dynamic range and depth of field in the output image. In this

chapter, I will present an algorithm which combines focus stacking and HDR imaging in order

to produce an image with both extended DOF and dynamic range than any of the input

images. The proposed algorithm includes three main steps: (1) spatial registration, (2) focus

stacking under exposure diversity, and (3) HDR radiance estimation and tone mapping. In

the spatial registration step, images are first photometrically registered using an algorithm
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that is insensitive to small geometric variations, and then geometrically registered using an

optical flow algorithm. The step of focus stacking under exposure diversity obtains all-in-

focus images from registered images with different in-focus regions and exposure information,

and lastly, created all-in-focus images in the step of focus stacking under exposure diversity

are merged to estimate the HDR radiance map to extend dynamic range. The final created

image has both extended DOF and dynamic range.

In Chapter 6, I will conclude our dissertation work and discuss future work of image

enhancement methods in computational photography as well.

Our major contributions of this dissertation include:

1. Is it possible to enhance two dimensions of imaging simultaneously in computational

photography? This is made possible in my exploration of extending both dynamic range

and depth of field of a scene by merging multiple images with different exposure and

focus settings.

2. Is it possible to enhance spatial resolution of a scene by merging multiple images which

are degraded by large motion blur and which have no restrictions on motion fields? This

is also made possible by proposing a unified framework of super-resolution problem and

single image motion deblurring problem and by employing state-of-the-art computer

vision and image processing techniques for optical flow estimation and blind image

deblurring.

3. Is it possible to remove blur from a single image degraded by space-varying blur across

the entire image? This is also made possible by combining computer vision and machine

learning techniques to release some restrictions on this space-varying image deblurring

problem.

4. Is it possible to bring image enhancement applications in computational photography

to mobile phone? I illustrate some computational photography applications, including

6



focus stacking, HDR creation and super-resolution on Android phone. The success

shows it is possible to extend new computational photography applications to mobile

phones.
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2 Background

2.1 Single image deblurring

In digital photography, one of the most common degradations has been image blur. Image

deblurring which has been attracting researchers’ attention for decades still remains a chal-

lenging and open problem. The cause of blur includes moving objects, defocus and camera

shake when taking a photo of a scene during the exposure time. Next I will do a literature

review of these three main causes of blur in details.

Defocus blur is caused by either the camera’s limited depth of field (DOF) or lens aber-

rations [29]. For both limited DOF and lens aberrations, the observed image can be mod-

eled as convolution of in-focus image of the scene and a Gaussian blur kernel denoting the

effect of defocus blur. Many techniques have been proposed to estimate the blur due to

defocus[29, 30, 31, 7, 32]. Bae [30] estimated the space-varying defocus blur across the image

to obtain the defocus blur map, and then magnified the existing blurriness while keeping

sharp regions sharp for photographs such as portraits. On the contrary, instead of magni-

fying defocus blur for some artistic effects, a majority of deblurring algorithms focus on

removing defocus blur. Tai [29] presented a simple approach to estimate defocus blur map

to segment in-focus regions from depth of field image and to rank the image quality by

introducing a novel local contrast prior. Shen [32] used a modified local contrast prior to

derive a defocus blur map and then proposed an image deblurring method to remove the

blur and lastly, according to the estimated blur map, the all-in-focus image is constructed

by selecting pixels from a set of candidate deblurred images. Tai and Tang [31] proposed
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a technique for recovering image details that are lost due to defocus blur. The proposed

algorithm took advantage of image data and prior to obtain more visually desired results.

Different from the above software techniques for removing defocus blur, Levin [7] proposed a

joint hardware and software solution that allowed for recovering both all-in-focus image and

extracting depth from a single image taken by a conventional camera with a coded aperture.

The motion blur caused by camera shake is very common in digital photography because it

is difficult to hold the camera to be sufficiently steady. Commonly, camera shake is modeled

as a blur kernel, which describes the camera movement during the exposure time. Significant

progress has been made towards blindly removing uniform blur kernel from a single image

or multiple images. Among them, great success has been made in estimating a complex

motion blur from a single image [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Sparse priors [33, 34, 35]

instead of Gaussian priors are employed for either blur kernel or latent image, leading to

the sparse representation for the blur kernel and sharp representation for the deblurred

latent image. On the other hand, sharp edge prediction step [36, 37] is introduced for the

motion blur estimation instead of using sparse priors. Xu [38] proposed a two-phase kernel

estimation in which a new metric is introduced to measure the usefulness of image edges for

kernel estimation based on spatial prior and kernel refinement. However, the above success

of single-image motion deblurring is limited due to insufficient information from one single

image for estimating some large and complex blur PSFs. Chen [39], Li [40] and Yuan [41]

combined information extracted from either multiple successive images or stereo images to

robustly estimate blur PSF.

However, these motion deblurring algorithms for uniform blur kernel caused by camera

shake have its limitation due to the fact that the real camera shake does not cause uniform

blur kernel, leading to challenging space-varying motion deblurring problems due to camera

shake. Harmeling [42] introduced a taxonomy of camera shake and proposed an algorithm

for simultaneously estimating motion blur and obtaining deblurred images based on the
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built experiment setup. However, the main limitations of this approach are that it can only

deal with small blur kernels and that the space-varying motion blurs should vary smoothly

across the image. Joshi [43] proposed an algorithm to estimate space-varying PSFs due to

defocus, slight camera shake or inherent aspects of the camera imaging system. The algorithm

predicted a sharp version of the blurred image and used both sharp and blurred versions

to estimate the blur PSF. However, the method may fail if the blur kernel to be estimated

has multiple peaks. Whyte [44] introduced a parameterized geometric model of the blurring

process which explained the non-uniform motion blur caused by camera shake in terms of

the rotational velocity of the camera during exposure. However, the proposed model is only

applicable for static scenes. Xu and Zheng [45] proposed a new L0 sparse expression which

demonstrated fast convergence for motion deblurring. In addition, the proposed framework is

suitable for both uniform and non-uniform motion blur removal. Rather than using a single

image in the above discussed non-uniform blur removal algorithms, Xu and Jia [46] employed

a stereopsis configuration where two stereo images were captured to tackle the space-varying

motion deblurring problem in a scene with depth variation. In cases where the depth change

is not critical to the variation of the blur kernel, the proposed method can also be applied

to single-image motion deblurring problems.

Object motion during exposure is another main cause of image blur. Part of the image

may be blurred by the moving objects in the scene. In such situations, a single uniform

blur cannot model the motion blur caused by the moving object across the whole image.

Levin [47] assumed that the moving objects moved with a constant velocity and the image

was blurred by one-dimensional rectangular blur. The proposed algorithm first estimated the

direction of motion as the direction with minimal variation of derivatives. Then the image was

segmented based on the statistics of derivatives expected in an average natural image. Liu [48]

locally detected and classified motion blur using a set of cues including gradient histogram,

maximum saturation and variance of autocorrelation function in different directions. The
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image was classified as blurred and non-blurred regions based on the decision of a Bayes

classifier. Chakrabarti [49] presented a novel local blur cue to measure the likelihood of a

small neighborhood blurred by a candidate blur kernel, and proposed an algorithm which

simultaneously selected a motion blur kernel and segmented the regions that it affected.

However, the motion blur kernel was assumed to be one of horizontal or vertical box filters

with certain lengths. Shan [50] proposed rotational motion deblurring algorithm which could

be applied to situations where a single image was degraded by a blurred object due to the

rotational and translational motions. The proposed algorithm introduced a transparency

map encoding the object motion and estimating the motion parameters. Cho [51] utilized

multiple images that were degraded by space-varying motion blurs to simultaneously restore

images and to estimate associated motion blur kernels, image segmentation and motion as

well. The common drawback of these proposed space-varying motion deblurring algorithms

assumes that the motion blur caused by moving object has some parameterized pattern.

For example, the motion blur may be only one-dimensional rectangular filter or has either

horizontal or vertical direction.

In the following parts, I will first address the image deblurring problem with a linear

and shift-invariant (LSI) degradation model and then present some commonly used image

deblurring methods.

2.1.1 Image blur model of linear and shift-invariant (LSI) system

Although the image degradation process is generally nonlinear and space varying, the LSI

model provided a good starting point for understanding the image delburring problem. In

addition, LSI model is also regarded as a special case of space-varying image deblurring

problems. The blur process is modeled as follows

g = f ⊗ h+ n, (2.1)

where g is the blurred image, f is the latent image, h is the blur PSF, ⊗ operator denotes

convolution and n is the additional noise. Figure 2.1 shows single image blur process for
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linear and shift-invariant model. Noting that convolution is a linear operator, and thus blur

process can also be written as

g = Hf + n, (2.2)

where H is a convolution matrix, g, f and n are vectors denoting the blurred image g,

the latent image f and the additional noise n, respectively. In the following part of my

dissertation, I may use matrix or vector notations alternatively.

FIGURE 2.1. Single image blur process for linear and shift-invariant model.

Image deblurring in LSI is called image deconvolution. If the blur kernel PSF is known,

the image deblurring is called non-blind image deconvolution, otherwise, image deblurring is

called blind image deconvolution. In the blind deconvolution, the blur kernel PSF needs to

be estimated first and then estimate latent image or the blur kernel PSF and latent image are

jointly estimated. Here, an improved version of Cho’s method [37] is utilized to estimate blur

PSF and then some commonly used non-blind image restoration methods are investigated.

2.1.2 Point spread function (PSF) estimation

The coarse PSF estimation adopts coarse-to-fine image pyramid strategy to progressively

refine the blur kernel. In each pyramid, the estimation method iterates three steps: (I) strong

edge prediction, (II) fast kernel estimation, and (III) coarse image deconvolution.

I. Strong edge prediction

In the strong edge prediction step, image gradient map ∇f̃ s of the latent image f is

obtained by keeping only strong edge gradients. This step consists of Gaussian filtering,

shock filtering and gradient magnitude thresholding. Gaussian filtering is first applied to

the latent image f to eliminate possible noise and small details. A shock filter [52] is then

applied to the Gaussian filtered latent image to restore strong edges. However, the shock
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filtered image f̃ also contains enhanced noise. A threshold is calculated and applied to the

gradient maps ∇f̃ of f̃ to eliminate the noise. Here, the threshold for truncating the gradient

is set as fixed value by trial and error for simplicity, resulting in strong image gradient maps

∇f̃ s.

II. Fast kernel estimation

In this step, blurred image g and predicted strong edge ∇f̃ s obtained from the first step

are used for kernel estimation. Instead of using sparse prior for regularization term, Gaussian

prior is included in the following energy function:

E(h) = ‖∇g −∇f̃ s ⊗ h‖2 + γ‖h‖2, (2.3)

where γ is a weight to balance the data fidelity term and regularization term. Here, it is

set as 10. A closed-form solution is obtained through FFT and inverse FFT operations

when optimizing the energy function, resulting in fast computational speed. The closed-form

solution for h is given by

h = F−1

(
F (f̃ s

x)F (gx) + F (f̃ s
y )F (gy)

F (f̃ s
x)F (f̃

s
x) + F (f̃ s

y )F (f̃
s
y ) + γ

)
, (2.4)

where F (), F−1() and F () denote FFT, inverse FFT and complex conjugate FFT operations.

III. Coarse image deconvolution

In this deconvolution step, the latent image f is estimated from the above estimated kernel

h and the input blurred image g, instead of using image gradient ‖∇f‖2 as Gaussian prior

to guide the restoration of the latent image, a new spatial prior ‖∇f −∇f̃ s‖2 (see Xu [38])

is used which prefers a sharp recovery even though we use the Gaussian regularization term.

The resulting energy function is

E(f) = ‖g − f ⊗ h‖2 + λ‖∇f −∇f̃ s‖2, (2.5)

where weight λ is set to be 0.1. The equation can be optimized very fast again through FFT

and inverse FFT operations, the coarse version of the latent image f is obtained as

f = F−1

(
F (h)F (g) + λ(F (∇x)F (f̃ s

x) + F (∇y)F (f̃ s
y ))

F (h)F (h) + λ(F (∇x)F (∇x) + F (∇y)F (∇y))

)
, (2.6)
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where ∇x and ∇y denote image gradient operators in the horizontal and vertical directions,

respectively. Finally, blur kernel sparsity is enforced through hard-thresholding, which sets

the kernel values that are less than the 10 percent of the maximum value in the kernel to be

0. An example will show the iteration process of how to progressively refine the blur kernel

from top to bottom. The blurred image is with the courtesy of Jia [38].

2.1.3 Non-blind image restoration methods

In the last section, blur PSF h is estimated, in this section, the latent image f will be

restored based on estimated blur PSF. In the image restoration problem, the latent image f

and additional noise n are viewed as random variables in the image blur process, Bayesian

estimation can be used to convert image restoration problem into maximum a posterior

(MAP) estimator [7]. The MAP estimator may be written as:

f̂ = argmax
f

p(f|g) = argmax
f

p(g|f)p(f)
p(g)

= argmax
f

p(g|f)p(f) (2.7)

Since p(g) is constant with respect to latent image f , p(g) was dropped in the above

equation. In the equation for MAP estimator, p(g|f) is denoted as noise prior and p(f) is

denoted as image prior. Next different combinations of image prior and noise prior will be

investigated [53, 54, 7, 55], leading to different image deblurring models.

I. No image prior, Poisson noise prior

Richardson-Lucy deconvolution [53, 54] is a well-known image restoration algorithm to

recover the latent image blurred by a known PSF. The statistics are performed under the

assumption that noise is Poisson distributed, which is appropriate for photon noise in the

data, this leads to an equation for f which can be iteratively solved according to the following

update function which starts with arbitrary initial estimate f 0:

f t+1 = f t(
g

f t ⊗ h
⊗ hflip), (2.8)

where the division and multiplication operations are element wise, and hflip is the flipped

version of PSF h. That is, hflipmn = h(i−m)(j−n), 0 ≤ m ≤ i, 0 ≤ n ≤ j. It has been shown that
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if the iteration process converges, it will converges to the Maximum-likelihood (ML) solution

for f [56]. MATLAB build-in function deconvlucy can be used to restore the latent image

given blurred image and known PSF using Richardson-Lucy algorithm.

II. No image prior, Gaussian noise prior

In this case, The MAP estimator is reduced to maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. If

the noise is Gaussian distributed, the ML estimator may be rearranged as follows:

f̂ = argmax
f

1√
(2π)N

exp(
−1

2
‖g − f ⊗ h‖2) (2.9)

By taking logarithm on the above equation, the ML estimator is reduced to least square

(LS) problem:

f̂ = argmin
f

‖g − f ⊗ h‖2 (2.10)

By looking at the above LS problem, convolution operation in the spatial domain can be

performed as multiplication operation in the frequency domain. Specifically, FFT and inverse

FFT are used to perform image restoration efficiently as follows:

f = F−1

(
F (h)F (g)

F (h)F (h)

)
, (2.11)

Without image prior, the deconvolution process is sensitive to noise and leads to unstable

solution. This is easily seen when F (h) is very small from the above equation.

III. Gaussian image prior, Gaussian noise prior

By introducing image prior, the solution will be pulled towards zero when F (h) is very

small. Instead of using image intensity distribution, image gradient is widely chosen as image

prior. With Gaussian image prior, the image gradient distribution of latent image f is as

follows:

p(f) =
1√

(2π)N
exp(

−1

2
‖∇f‖2), (2.12)

where ∇ denotes image gradient operator. Gaussian image prior implies that the solution

prefers to choose image gradient to be smoothly distributed across the entire image. In this
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case, the MAP estimator is reduced to the following minimization problem:

f̂ = argmin
f

‖g − f ⊗ h‖2 + λ‖∇f‖2 (2.13)

The above minimization problem is least square problem with Tikhonov regularization where

λ is the regularization parameter to balance the two terms in this minimization problem;

either spatial domain or frequency domain solution can be given to minimize the objective

function. In spatial domain, gradient decent or conjugate gradient method can be used to

efficiently approach to the global optimum, however, this is not guaranteed to achieve the

optimum. In frequency domain, FFT and inverse FFT can be used to get the closed-form

solution as follows:

f = F−1

(
F (h)F (g)

F (h)F (h) + λ(F (∇x)F (∇x) + F (∇y)F (∇y))

)
, (2.14)

IV. Sparsity image prior, Gaussian noise prior

The advantage of Gaussian image prior is that optimal closed-form solution can be achieved

by using FFT and inverse FFT operations. On the other hand, Gaussian image prior leads to

smooth image; however, image details are around edge regions. Then, sparsity image priors

are introduced by Levin [7] which opt to concentrate image gradient on a small number of

image pixels, leaving the majority of image gradient to be small. The sparsity image prior

leads to sharper edges. The model of sparsity image prior is written as follows:

p(f) = exp(−α
∑

x

∑

y

ρ(∇f(x,y))), (2.15)

where a sparse function ρ(z) = ‖z‖0.8 is used in the model. The resulting objective function

is as follows:

f̂ = argmin
f

‖g − f ⊗ h‖2 + λ
∑

x

∑

y

ρ(∇f(x,y)) (2.16)

The disadvantage of a sparse prior is that the objective function is non-convex. Then a closed-

form solution cannot be obtained as Gaussian prior. Levin [7] proposed iterative reweighted

least square (IRLS) method to iteratively solve this non-convex objective function.
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V. Total variation (TV) for image prior, L1 norm for noise model

In some cases, Gaussian model for noise is non-robust to outliers for image deconvolution,

L1 norm is used for data fidelity term, while total variation (TV) is used for regularization,

leading to TV-L1 model [55]

E(f) = ‖g − f ⊗ h‖1 + λ‖∇f‖2, (2.17)

Clearly, it brings non-linearity and non-differentiability to both data and regularization

terms, resulting in computational difficulty to solve this problem. To overcome the com-

putational difficulties, Wang [55] proposes an alternating minimization method based on

half quadratic splitting to solve the TV-L1 optimization problem. In [55], auxiliary variables

are introduced to solve this optimization problem. The auxiliary variables ν for g − f ⊗ h

and ω for ∇f are introduced, leading to a modified objective function as follows:

E(f, ω, ν) = (
1

2β
‖g − f ⊗ h+ ν‖22 + ‖ν‖1)

+ λ‖ω‖2 +
1

2θ
‖∇f − ω‖22. (2.18)

When β → 0 and θ → 0, the solution of (2.17) will approach to that of (2.16). Here

an alternating minimization method is adopted to iteratively solve the objective function

(2.17) with respect to f, ω, ν. At each iteration, given initial or estimated ω, ν, the following

objective function is first solved by fixing ω, ν:

E(f ;ω, ν) = (
1

2β
‖g − f ⊗ h + ν‖22) +

1

2θ
‖∇f − ω‖22. (2.19)

The above quadratic function is actually a least squares problem with generalized Tikhonov

regularization. In [55], a closed-form solution is obtained based on Fast Fourier Transforms

(FFTs)

f = F−1

(
F (h)F (g + ν) + β

θ
(F (∇x)F (ωx) + F (∇y)F (ωy))

F (h)F (h) + β

θ
(F (∇x)F (∇x) + F (∇x)F (∇x))

)
, (2.20)
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Given the f estimate, because ω and ν belong to different terms, separate and independent

objective functions are generated as:

E(ω; f) = λ‖ω‖2 +
1

2θ
‖∇f − ω‖22 (2.21)

E(ν; f) =
1

2β
‖g − f ⊗ h+ ν‖22 + ‖ν‖1 (2.22)

The optimal solutions for ω and ν are derived according to the shrinkage formula:

ωx =
∂xf

‖∇f‖2
max(‖∇f‖2 − θλ, 0) (2.23)

ωy =
∂yf

‖∇f‖2
max(‖∇f‖2 − θλ, 0) (2.24)

ν = sign(g − f ⊗ h)max(‖g − f ⊗ h‖ − β, 0) (2.25)

where ∂xf and ∂yf are image gradients in the horizontal and vertical directions. In brief,

in the alternating minimization algorithm for image restoration problem, f is iteratively

computed according to update function (2.19) for fixed ω and ν, and then ωx, ωy, ν are

computed according to equations (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24) for fixed f . These steps are

iterated until convergence.

2.1.4 Implementation of blind image deblurring

I developed a Matlab toolbox to implement blind image deblurring. The blind image deblur-

ring consists of two steps: blur kernel PSF estimation and non-blind image restoration based

on estimated blur PSF. In the toolbox, the PSF is progressively refined using coarse-to-fine

image pyramid [51]. After estimating PSF, image restoration is performed on blurred image

using estimated PSF. Different kinds of models incorporating image prior and noise prior

[53, 54, 7, 55] are provided in the toolbox. Figure 2.2 shows the results of blur kernel PSF

estimation using Matlab toolbox.
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 2.2. Example of blur kernel estimation. Coarse-to-fine pyramid consists of five levels
from top to bottom. At each level, from left to right, it includes three images: (a) Blurred image at
different pyramid level (b) Coarse deblurred image (c) Estimated blur kernel PSF for that pyramid.
(The size of original image is 486× 648, at each pyramid, downsampled blurred image is bilinearly
downsampled with the downsampling factor 2/3. From top to bottom, the size of blur kernel is
3× 3, 7× 7, 15× 15, 21× 21, 31× 31. )
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Figure 2.3 gives deblurred images using R-L algorithm [53, 54], L2+Tikhonov model,

L2+sparsity prior model [7] and TV-L1 model [55], respectively. By comparison, TV-L1

model can efficiently estimate sharp image without artifacts such as ringing in other de-

blurred images. On the other hand, Levin’s L2+sparsity prior model can also recover sharp

image without artifacts, however, IRLS method [7] is much more time-consuming that Wang’s

alternating minimization [55] method in TV-L1 model.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIGURE 2.3. Example of blind image deblurring. (a) Original blurry image (b) Estimated motion
blur kernel (c) Deblurred image using R-L model (d) Deblurred image using L2+Tikhonov model
(e) Deblurred image using L2+Sparsity model (f) Deblurred image using TV-L1 model
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2.2 Super-resolution from multiple images

Super-resolution (SR) seeks to enhance spatial resolution of a scene from multiple low-

resolution (LR) images. The study on SR imaging has been extensively investigated for

more than two decades. In addition, super-resolution can find many applications in the fields

of medical imaging, surveillance and high-definition (HD) TV. A comprehensive literature

review of super-resolution imaging may refer to [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 28]. The most common

way to formulate the super-resolution problem is to first get the image process model of

super-resolution which relates the original super-resolution image and multiple low-resolution

images, and then to recover the original super-resolution image based on Bayesian estimation.

Bayesian estimator considers image process model and original super-resolution image as

random variables. Next image process model of super-resolution will be presented and then

different SR algorithms based on Bayesian estimation theory will be investigated [57].

2.2.1 Image process model of super-resolution

Most existing SR reconstruction algorithms assume an observation model which relates the

high-resolution image and multiple low-resolution images. The observation model [57] in-

cludes the main sources of information losses, such as aliasing, blurring and noise. According

to the image model of SR, low-resolution images {gk}, k = 1, ..., N , are generated from a

high-resolution image f through a sequence of linear operations: image warping {Mk}, image

blurring Bk with a point spread function (PSF), and common downsampling D. The imaging

process can be formulated as

gk = DBkMkf + nk = Hkf + nk. (2.26)

In most SR algorithms, one of the low-resolution images is used as reference image. The

SR image is reconstructed on top of this common grid. Image warping {Mk} is estimated

with the help of image registration. Many super-resolution algorithms [14, 15] assume that

the motion field is restricted to a parametric model, such as perspective model or even
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translational model. This is obviously very limiting and may not be used in most real-

life applications. To deal with more realistic motion, block-based motion estimation [58] or

optical flow methods [59, 60] could be utilized. In recent years, highly accurate and practical

optical flow methods [16, 61] have been proposed; and these optical flow methods definitely

improve the performance in super-resolution applications. Schultz [62] used dense motion

fields for image warping. Hardie [63, 64] tried to re-estimate the image warping after getting

initial sharp image to jointly estimate sharp image and image registration altogether.

In the super-resolution problem, image blurring Bk may be caused by optical system

(defocus blur) or motion (camera shake or moving objects in the scene). Particularly, for

motion blur, the PSF may be space-varying across the entire image. The PSF may be assumed

to be known from the camera sensor optics or estimated from the low-resolution images. In

the section of single image deblurring, I have discussed a lot about PSF estimation techniques.

Most of current super-resolution algorithms simply assume a known Gaussian blur kernel.

Bascle [65] considered motion blur but using affine motion model. Liu [64] deals with both

blur kernel estimation and complex motion under a Bayesian model which estimates high

resolution image and PSF jointly, but motion blur is not taken into account into his system.

2.2.2 Super-resolution reconstruction algorithms

The above image process model explained how to get k-th observation image gk from original

super-resolution image f and discussed image warping and image blurring issues in the

super-resolution problem. All N low-resolution images can be stacked to form a simplified

representation of SR problem as follows:

g = Hf + n, (2.27)

where g = [gT
0 g

T
1 · · ·gT

N−1]
T , H = [HT

0H
T
1 · · ·HT

N−1]
T and n = [nT

0 n
T
1 · · ·nT

N−1]
T .

Many frequency-based SR algorithms [66, 67, 13] have been proposed to enhance the reso-

lution in the frequency domain. Although frequency-based SR methods are computationally
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efficient, they are restricted to translational motion and LSI blur. SR algorithms in spa-

tial domain are more extensively proposed because some of them can incorporate different

types of motion fields, PSF and regularization terms. Projection onto convex sets (POCS)

[68, 69, 70] is introduced to SR problem that recovers the original SR image which is consis-

tent with predefined data constraint set. However, a majority of SR algorithms are proposed

based on the MAP approach. If original super-resolution image f , low-resolution images g

are considered as random variables, the SR problem could be described as MAP estimate

according to Bayesian theorem [57]:

f̂ = argmax
f

p(f|g) = argmax
f

p(g|f)p(f)
p(g)

= argmax
f

p(g|f)p(f) (2.28)

In the above equation, p(g|f) describes image process model mismatch, including noise,

image warping error or false PSF estimation. Whereas p(f) acts as the image prior leading to

a stable SR solution. Without an image prior, the MAP estimate is reduced to ML estimate

which is equivalent to least square problem without regularization term. The direct solution

of least square problem is straightforward but infeasible due to the large size of matrices.

Alternatively, iterative approaches such as gradient decent [71], preconditioned conjugate

gradient decent [72] are used to solved least squares problem. In order to stabilize the SR

solution, image prior is introduced to SR problem. Tikhonov regularization [73] is one of the

most common image prior forms. Unfortunately, the Tikhonov regularization term tends to

produce oversmooth solutions since this form of image prior assumes that the image gradient

is Gaussian distributed. Farsiu [14] provided total variation (TV) for image prior which is

claimed to preserve strong edges when solving SR problem. Some other forms of image

prior such as robust priors are proposed, which encourage an edge preserving SR solution.

These robust priors include Huber function, Lorentzian function and Tukey function [74]. A

robust function is used not only in image prior, but also more importantly in image process

model. The reason why a robust function is also applied to the data fidelity term is that

image process model mismatch always occurs. The factors of image process model mismatch
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include noise, false blur PSF estimation or image registration. Thus, robust error functions

have been greatly applied to the data fidelity term to handle image process model mismatch

in SR reconstruction problem. If image prior is included in the SR problem, the MAP problem

we mentioned earlier is reduced to the following cost function to be minimized:

C(f) =
∑

k

1Tρ(gk −Hkf) + λ1Tψ(Rf), (2.29)

where 1 is column vector of 1’s, ρ() and ψ() are robust functions on data fidelity term and

regularization term, respectively. The robust functions are operated element wise, R is a

matrix operation which may be an identity matrix or a matrix for image gradients and so

on. As a matter of fact, the above equation is a generic model. Some well-known SR problems

are considered as special cases of this generic model. For example, if R is gradient operator

and ρ(z) = ψ(z) = z2, this generic model of SR problem is reduced to well-known least square

problem with Tikhonov regularization. If ρ(z) = ψ(z) = |z| and R is still image gradient

operator, this is reduced to another well-known approach: TV-L1 SR problem. However,

other robust functions may be selected for both data fidelity term and regularization term.

Some functions and their derivatives which are also called influence functions are given in

Table 2.1 and plotted in Figure 2.4.

TABLE 2.1. Some functions and influence functions
Name Function Influence function

Square function ρ(z) = z2 ρ
′

(z) = 2z
Modulus function ρ(z) = |z| ρ

′

(z) = sign(z)

Lorentz function ρσ(z) = log(1 + z2

2σ2 ) ρ
′

σ(z) =
2z

2σ2+z2

In the following part, three typical forms of functions will be investigated, that is, square

function, modulus function and robust function, for data fidelity term. For simplicity, square

function ψ(z) = z2 will be adopted for regularization term, leading to common Tikhonov

term. In order to apply iterative methods such as gradient decent method to minimize the

cost function, the functions on both data fidelity term and regularization term should be
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 2.4. Some functions and influence functions. (a) Square function and its influence function;
(b) Modulus function and its influence function; (c) Lorentz function and its influence function;

differentiable. Starting with an initial estimate f (0), the updated estimate at the nth iteration

is

f (n+1) = f (n) − µ∇C(f (n))

= f (n) − µ
∑

k

HT
k ρ

′

(gk −Hkf
(n))− µλRTψ

′

(Rf (n)), (2.30)

where µ is the step size, which could be empirically set or adaptively adjusted in the exper-

iment. ρ
′

() and ψ
′

() may be any of influence functions shown in Table 2.1.

I. L2 norm for data fidelity term, Tikhonov regularization term

If R is gradient operator and ρ(z) = ψ(z) = z2, the SR problem is reduced to least square

problem (L2 norm for data fidelity term) with Tikhonov regularization term. the generic

cost function is reduced to

C(f) =
∑

k

‖gk −Hkf‖22 + λ‖∇f‖22 (2.31)

The updated solution based on gradient decent method is written as:

f (n+1) = f (n) − µ∇C(f (n))

= f (n) − µ
∑

k

MT
kB

T
kD

T (gk −DBkMkf
(n))− µλ∇T (∇f (n)), (2.32)

By looking at the influence function ρ
′

(z) = 2z, its influence function assigns larger weights

to larger errors and is thus very vulnerable in the presence of outliers.
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II. L1 norm for data fidelity term, Tikhonov regularization term

If R is gradient operator and ρ(z) = |z|, ψ(z) = z2, the SR problem is reduced to L1

norm for data fidelity term with Tikhonov regularization term. As a robust alternative to

L2 norm, L1 error norm is much more robust than L2 error norm; however, by looking at

influence function, L1 norm for data fidelity does not distinguish between small and large

errors because of assigning the same weights to both small and large errors. This may suppress

large amount of outliers, on the other hand, it eliminates useful high-frequency information as

well. The corresponding cost function for L1 data fidelity term with Tikhonov Regularization

term is written as:

C(f) =
∑

k

‖gk −Hkf‖1 + λ‖∇f‖22 (2.33)

The updated solution based on gradient decent method is written as:

f (n+1) = f (n) − µ∇C(f (n))

= f (n) − µ
∑

k

MT
kB

T
kD

T sign(gk −DBkMkf
(n))− µλ∇T∇f (n), (2.34)

In order to let L1 norm to be differentiable, the L1 norm is approximated as ρ(z) = |z| .=
√
z2 + ǫ2, where ǫ is a very small scalar.

III. Robust function for data fidelity term, Tikhonov regularization term

Robust statistics provided M-estimator (influence function) [74] approach to SR problem.

To overcome the drawbacks of L1 norm or L2 norm we talked above, a wide range of robust

functions have been investigated to cut down the weights of distant points that are possible

outliers. Re-descending M-estimator approach is an ideal one that can limit the influence

of a distant point to some maximum value which is also called outlier threshold. Once the

outlier threshold is determined, a variety of schemes can be used to eliminate the influence

of outliers, either by cutting off the influence suddenly beyond the outlier threshold, or

by letting the influence gradually approach to zero. The underlying assumption for Re-

descending M-estimator is that the noise is basically Gaussian distributed but that outliers
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may exist locally or globally across the entire image with no specific statistical model. The

lack of prior knowledge on outlier limits Re-descending M-estimator since the accuracy of the

influence is sensitive to the predefined outlier threshold. Extensive research has been done

to decide the outlier threshold. In this section, I will investigate the case where Lorentzian

function [75, 76] is used for data fidelity term, and Tikhonov regularization term is used to

stabilize the SR solution. The cost function is as follows:

C(f) =
∑

k

1Tρ(gk −Hkf) + λ‖∇f‖22, (2.35)

where ρσ(z) = log(1 + z2

2σ2 ), here σ is outlier threshold. The updated solution based on

gradient decent method is written as:

f (n+1) = f (n) − µ∇C(f (n))

= f (n) − µ
∑

k

MT
kB

T
kD

Tρ
′

σ(gk −DBkMkf
(n))− µλ∇T∇f (n), (2.36)

where ρ
′

σ(z) = 2z
2σ2+z2

, and different outlier threshold σ parameter settings were also pro-

posed. Patanavijit [76] set the threshold manually. El-Yamany [75] adaptively set the outlier

threshold based on similarity between the target image and warped reference image. Here,

the normalized sum of absolute difference (SAD) of intensity values is calculated as similarity

metric.

2.2.3 Implementation of super-resolution imaging

I develop both a C++ executable and Matlab toolbox of super-resolution imaging. In ei-

ther the C++ executable or the Matlab toolbox, three kinds of super-resolution algorithms

discussed in the last section are implemented. Next an example of super-resolution imaging

using our developed Matlab toolbox will be shown. In this example, ten original images

(320 × 240) are captured from a web camera; some Gaussian noise and salt pepper noise

are added to the third and fifth images (shown in Figure 2.5(c) and 2.5(d)), respectively. I

choose the first image as reference image(shown in Figure 2.5(a)). The enhancement factor
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for super-resolution reconstruction is two. By comparison, L2 error norm (in Figure 2.6(b))

cannot eliminate outliers when reconstructing super-resolution image, on the other hand,

L1 error norm (in Figure 2.6(c)) can eliminate outliers but also eliminate some useful high

frequency information for SR reconstruction. A robust function (Lorentzian function is used

in the experiment) can well distinguish high frequency information and outliers, resulting in

sharper SR image (in Figure 2.6(d)) without artifacts as well.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

FIGURE 2.5. Input images for super-resolution. (a) and (b) Two LR images, reference and target
images; (c) Gaussian noised LR image; (d) salt pepper noised LR image; (e) Sum of absolute
differences (SAD) between 9 target images and warped reference image, respectively; (f) Outlier
thresholds for 9 target images based on similarity metric (SAD), respectively; (g) Influence functions
corresponding to 9 target images, respectively.
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I use sum of absolute difference (SAD) as a similarity metric for computing outlier thresh-

old frame by frame. Among ten original low-resolution images, the first image is used as

reference image, and the other 9 images are used as target images. Among them, the second

and fourth target images are degraded by Gaussian noise and salt pepper noise, respectively.

I compute mean sum of absolute value for nine warped target images and reference image

(in Figure 2.5(e)). The nine outlier thresholds for these nine target images are further com-

puted based on mean SAD. From Figure 2.5(f), we can see that the larger the SAD is, the

smaller the outlier threshold is. Furthermore, influence functions for each frame (in Figure

2.5(g)) with different outlier thresholds will reject pixels with low similarities as a whole.

However, the similarity metric between the reference image and the warped target image has

its limitation. The similarity metric depends on the texture of the image.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 2.6. Super-resolution results using different error norms. (a) Bilinearly interpolated ref-
erence image; (b) Resulting SR image using L2 error norm; (c) SR image using L1 error norm; (d)
SR image using robust error function.
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SR reconstruction problem for image registration error is still a challenging problem. How-

ever, we may use some good image registration algorithms to reduce image registration er-

rors in the SR problem. In my implementation, instead of using parametric or feature-based

methods for image registration, I employ dense optical flow method [61] to compute mo-

tion vectors pixel wise, reducing image registration error as much as possible. I implement

super-resolution using C++ as well.

In order to explore new computational photography algorithm on smartphone, I extend

super-resolution reconstruction to Android phone. Apart from the above super-resolution

imaging algorithmic challenges, mobile computational photography has its own challenges,

including limited computational resources. Thus, in my implementation of super-resolution

on smartphone, robust SR reconstruction is applied to a small part of the image because of

limited memory resource for SR reconstruction. In my developed Android application, the

robust SR algorithm is applied to a region of interest (ROI) to get high-resolution image.

When a point is touched on screen of smartphone, a ROI is cropped from original large-size

images captured back to back. In this particular application, we expected that geometric

image registration would be necessary because it is almost impossible to keep a smartphone

still in practice when taking multiple images. When I did experiments with a Google Nexus

phone to take multiple LR images, I found that we cannot assume global parametric motion

estimation even when the scene is static. This is due to the fact that a slight shake of hand-

held smartphone will cause an unexpected motion between photos during the capturing

process. Robust and accurate registration is proposed to improve the quality of the output

image. In my robust registration algorithms, median threshold bitmap (MTB) alignment is

first applied to roughly get large motion between ROIs in pixel accuracy, and then region-

based algorithm (optical flow method) is used to refine the motion in sub-pixel accuracy. The

joint MTB alignment [77] and optical flow method [61] improves the robustness of image

registration. Figure 2.7 shows result of robust SR on Android phone.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j)

FIGURE 2.7. Super-resolution imaging on Android phone. (a)-(d) Four original LR images; (e)-(h)
Four ROIs from (a)-(d), reference and three target images for super-resolution; (i) Bilinearly inter-
polated image of reference image (e); (j) Reconstructed super-resolution image of reference image
(e).
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In this example, four images are captured back to back (shown in Figure 2.7(a)-2.7(d)).

A ROI is cropped from each of these four images. Here, in order to get accurate ROI, MTB

alignment is used. Four ROIs (100 × 100) (shown in Figure 2.7(e)-2.7(h) ) are merged to

create a high-resolution image. By comparison of a bilinearly interpolated image (shown in

Figure 2.7(i)) of the reference image and a reconstructed super-resolution image (shown in

Figure 2.7(j)), the proposed robust super-resolution algorithm can be successfully applied

on smartphone as new experience or application of computational photography.

2.3 High dynamic range (HDR) imaging

HDR imaging, as an emerging subfield of computational photography, aims to enhance dy-

namic range of a scene. Dynamic range is the range of radiance that a camera can capture.

High dynamic range imaging is a technique that uses traditional cameras to capture multiple

images with different exposures and then merges them to get HDR image. Due to the limita-

tion of camera sensor, the range of values captured by a traditional camera is only two orders

of magnitude, stored as a 8-bite value for each of the red, green and blue channels per pixel.

However, the real world can produce a much larger range than the camera can. Thus, when

taking multiple images for HDR creation, each image will try to capture a different dynamic

range of the scene by varying exposure settings in the traditional camera. Alternatively, each

image should at least contain a range of values representative of the scene. However, in most

of current digital imaging devices, pixel values in the perceived image are nonlinearly related

to the radiance values in the scene. This fact motivated multiple techniques [78, 9, 10, 11]

to estimate camera response function (CRF) before merging multiple images into an HDR

image. The later merged HDR image, which is also called radiance map of the scene, stores

a depiction of the scene in a range of floating-point intensity values. The range of stored

intensity values might be more than five orders of magnitude, which is very common in a

scene simultaneously. By contrast, current display devices such as cathode ray tube (CRT),
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liquid crystal displays (LCD) are able to reproduce only two orders of magnitude of intensity

variations. The disparity problem necessitates the process of reducing of range of values in

HDR image so that the displayable image on low-dynamic range devices is meaningful to

human visual system. Extensive techniques [79, 80, 81, 82] of achieving dynamic range re-

duction have been proposed. These techniques are commonly called tone-mapping operators

in the HDR imaging field.

In the following part, the HDR imaging will be decomposed into two main processes: HDR

image creation and HDR tone mapping. HDR image creation process includes estimation of

CRF and merging multiple images into an HDR image with the knowledge of CRF. HDR

tone mapping is to map HDR image to a low dynamic range display device meaningful to

human visual system.

2.3.1 HDR image creation

Suppose that we are given multiple images, each of which captures a limited dynamic range of

the scene. However, each pixel will be suitably exposed in one or more images. Before merging

multiple images into radiance map of the scene, estimation of CRF should be performed to

relate the intensity values in multiple images to the radiance value in the scene. Among

many CRF estimation algorithms [78, 9, 10, 11], Debevec’s method [9] gains its popularity

partially for its simplicity. Next Debevec’s method [9] will be introduced to estimate CRF.

Assume that the camera response function r(x) is given by

Zi,k = r(Li,k) = r(Ei∆tk), (2.37)

where Zi,k denotes intensity value at ith pixel location in kth image, ∆tk is exposure du-

ration for kth image, Li,k is recorded radiance value, and Ei is irradiance value. We denote

the logarithmic response function s(Zi,k) as s(Zi,k) = ln(r−1(Zi,k)), by taking logarithmic

operation on both sides of camera response function, we will get

s(Zi,k) = ln(Ei) + ln(∆tk). (2.38)
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To derive the logarithmic response function s(Zi,k), the cost function to be minimized is as

follows:

C =
∑

i

∑

k

w(Zi,k)[s(Zi,k)− ln(Ei)− ln(∆tk)] + λ
∑

w(z)s
′′

(z), (2.39)

The cost function consists of data fidelity term and regularization term which uses second

derivative to smooth the derived response function. In order to give more weights to pixel

around the middle range of intensity values, the weighting function w(Zi,k) chooses a simple

hat function:

w(z) =





z − Zmin if z ≤ 1/2(Zmin + Zmax)

Zmax − z if z ≥ 1/2(Zmin + Zmax)

(2.40)

where Zmin and Zmax are intensity values for saturation regions. The cost function is mini-

mized using the singular value decomposition method. The CRFs for RGB channels will be

estimated separately. With the knowledge of CRF which is estimated above, an HDR image

is then computed from N exposures by the following equation:

Ei =
∑

k

r−1(Zi,k)w(Zi,k)

∆tk
/
∑

k

w(Zi,k). (2.41)

If the camera and the scene are static during the entire imaging process, HDR imaging

is relatively straightforward. However, the camera may shift slightly, which results in mis-

alignments between multiple images. In addition, there may also exist moving objects in

the scene which also degrade the result. There are several published techniques addressing

the image registration problem in HDR creation. Among them, the two popular algorithms

are the Kang’s method [83] and Ward’s method [77] (Median Threshold Bitmap (MTB)).

Kang’s method [83] computes motion vector for each pixel between successive frames. MTB

alignment [77] performs image alignment on bitmaps rather 8-bit grayscale images, also, this

method does not perform image warping either. Thus, MTB alignment is ten times faster

than Kang’s method. However, MTB alignment does not address the problem of arbitrary

camera movement or object motion in the scene. By comparison, MTB alignment is suitable
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for slight camera movement between successive frames. On the other hand, Kang’s method

is more suitable for HDR video where significant motion is expected in the video frames.

2.3.2 HDR tone mapping

Once the radiance map of the scene is estimated, a tone mapping operation is in general

needed to display the recorded radiance on low dynamic range devices. There are two main

approaches for tone mapping: global tone mapping operators [79], which are very efficient

in terms of computational complexity; and local tone mapping operators [80, 81, 82], with

typically better results but at the expense of higher computational cost. Next a typical global

tone mapping operator proposed by Reinhard [79] will be investigated.

The tone mapping operator is performed on luminance channel of the scene which is

obtained from the input red R, green G and blue B channels with Y = 0.21R+0.72G+0.07B.

First, the input luminance map is linearly scaled to the estimated key of the scene. The key

of the scene is a number which indicates how bright or dark the overall scene is. Reinhard

[79] uses log average luminance across the whole image as estimation of key of the scene as

follows:

Yav = exp(
1

N

∑

i

log(δ + Yi)), (2.42)

where N is the number of pixels in the input image, and δ is a small scalar number to avoid

singularity of log operation on possible pixels. The policy of scaling is that, Reinhard [79]

would like log average luminance of average-key scene to be mapped to 18 percentage of the

display range which is common practice in photography. The higher the key of scene is, the

higher the mapped value is. The linear scaling is given by:

Ŷi =
a

Yav
Yi, (2.43)

where a is a given user parameter which is 0.18 by default. However, the above linear scaling

does not expect the mapped value in the display range, the following compressive function
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is performed such that the scaled value is within the range of [0, 1]:

Yd,i =
Ŷi

1 + Ŷi
. (2.44)

The above compressive function scales small numbers linearly, while higher luminance

values are largely compressed. In order to let the user control the smallest luminance value

to be mapped to white, the above compressive function is modified to the following transfer

function:

Yd,i =
Ŷi(1 +

Ŷi

Y 2

white

)

1 + Ŷi
, (2.45)

where Ywhite is user parameter by default which is set as maximum luminance value across

the whole image after linear scaling. This global tone mapping operator can be modified to

become local tone mapping operator as well. However, the readers are encouraged to refer

to the original paper [79].

One of typical local tone mapping operators is proposed by Durand [82]. In this method,

it decomposes the image into two layers: base layer and details layer. The contrast reduction

is performed only on base layer which encodes the large-scale variations. Thus this tone

mapping operator greatly reduces contrast while preserving details. Particularly, the base

layer is obtained by using bilateral filtering technique which employs weighting function

considering both spatial domain and intensity domain. The weighting function puts fewer

weights to pixels with large intensity differences. This preserves strong edges after filtering

input image.

2.3.3 An example of HDR imaging

I implement HDR imaging on PC using Matlab and on Android phone using Java. An

example of Matlab implementation is shown is Figure 2.8. In this example, eight photographs

are taken at 1-stop increments from 1/640 sec to 1/5 sec. These eight images are well aligned

so no image registration algorithm is needed. The camera response functions for the red,

green and blue channels are shown in Figure 2.8(i).
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(a-h)

(i)

(j) (k)

FIGURE 2.8. High dynamic range image creation. (a-h) Eight photographs taken at 1-stop incre-
ments from 1/640 sec to 1/5 sec; (i) The recovered camera response function for red, green and
blur plotted on the same axes; (j) Tone mapped HDR image using Reinhard’s method; (k) Tone
mapped HDR image using Durand’s method.
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After we estimate HDR image, both Reinhard’s global tone mapping operator and Du-

rand’s local operator are used to make the tone mapped HDR image displayable on the LDR

display device. We can see that from the two tone mapped images, the local operator can

preserve more details than the global operator.

2.4 Focus stacking

Depth of field is defined as the distance between nearest and farthest objects that appear

sharp in the perceived image. Factors affecting depth of field include circle of confusion which

is informally defined as the largest circle that is indistinguishable from a point, focal length

and the distance from object to camera. Many computational cameras have been designed

to extend depth of field. Dowski [6] used wavefront coding that regardless of depth, the

object will be in focus (small PSF) for some parts of the lens or blurry (large PSF) for other

parts of the lens. Levin [7] designed coded aperture to recover the latent image based on

the point spread function of blur and depth as well. Cossairt [84] added a random diffuser

to make the PSF stochastic, and ultimately less dependent on ray angles, leading to depth

invariance. Another approach is to extend the depth of field through pure image processing

techniques without the knowledge of camera design or point spread function of blur which

causes defocus. Focus stacking is one such technique that is used to extend depth of field by

taking multiple pictures that are focused at different depths. If the scene and the camera are

both static during the imaging process, then there is no need to do geometric registration and

the process of focus stacking becomes relatively easy. Many methods [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]

have been proposed to extend the DOF by means of first detecting in-focus regions from

images with different focus areas and then constructing an all-in-focus image by selection of

pixel detected as in-focus. The earliest method may be dated back to Pieper and Korpel [19],

they proposed to use point-based image fusion in which finite difference filtering is employed

to detect in-focus regions and a maximum selection rule is used to select the pixel in focus.
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The latter variance method assumes that in-focus regions have larger intensity variations over

a small window. The pixel with the highest variance at the same position is selected in the

fused image, similar to point-based method, this method is claimed to be computationally

simple [20]. In addition, wavelet-based focus stacking [21] computes the wavelets transform of

each image and selects maximum-absolute-value of wavelet coefficients which corresponds to

sharper brightness changes to build up the wavelet coefficients of fused image. This method

leads to better results but generally at a cost of larger memory occupation and computation

time. Next I will discuss the local sharpness method for focus stacking. The use of local

sharpness as an indicator of focus is a commonly used idea in focus stacking. The local

sharpness w̃i(x) at pixel x of image f̃i (where f̃i is aligned image)is defined as

w̃i(x) =
∑

y∈Nh(x)

‖∇f̃i(y)‖, (2.46)

where ∇f̃i(y) is the gradient vector at pixel y obtained by applying a Sobel filter, ‖·‖ denotes

the gradient magnitude, and Nh(x) is a h×h window around pixel x. The calculated weight

maps need to normalized:

wi(x) =
w̃i(x)∑N

i=1 w̃i(x)
, (2.47)

When all weights are zero, then division by zero occurs in the above normalization. 1/N

is assigned to each weight to avoid singularity. The image fusion to obtain the all-in-focus

image f is then performed according to the following equation:

f(x) =
∑

i

f̃i(x)wi(x), (2.48)

Next I will give an example of the focus stacking method (shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10)

for extending depth of field. In this example, two images (shown in Figures 2.9(a) and 2.9(b)

) are aligned beforehand. The weighting maps based on local sharpness method are shown

in Figures 2.9(c) and 2.9(d). The created all-in-focus image is shown in Figure 2.9(f), I also

create the average of two input images shown in Figure 2.9(e). By comparison (shown in
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Figure 2.10), the local sharpness method can successfully detect in-focus regions and the

image fusion based on weighting maps can extend depth of field of the scene without the

knowledge of PSF of defocus blur or camera aperture design pattern.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(j) (k)

FIGURE 2.9. Focus stacking from multiple images. (a-b) Two images with different in-focus regions;
(c-d) The weighting maps based-on local sharpness criteria; (e) The average image of (a) and (b) ;
(f) Focus stacked image based on weighting maps.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 2.10. Zoomed-in focus stacking from multiple images. (a) and (b) Two images with dif-
ferent in-focus regions;; (c) The average image of (a) and (b); (d) Focus stacked image based on
weighting maps..
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3 Super-resolution restoration of mo-
tion blurred images

3.1 Introduction

Super-resolution (SR) image restoration [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] has been extensively studied

over the last two decades, however there are still open problems and challenges that need to

be researched further. One of the most important challenges in multi-frame super-resolution

restoration has been the motion estimation problem. Accurate motion field is essential in

the success of SR restoration; many super-resolution papers report results with data where

the motion field is restricted to a parametric model, such as perspective model or even

translational model. This is obviously very limiting and may not be used in most real-life

applications. To deal with more realistic motion, block-based motion estimation or optical

flow methods [59, 60] could be utilized. In recent years, highly accurate and practical optical

flow methods [16, 61] have been proposed; and these optical flow methods definitely improve

the performance in super-resolution applications. A second challenge in super-resolution

restoration is blur kernel estimation. The majority of existing super-resolution algorithms

assume identical blur kernel for all input images; the blur kernel is typically modeled as a

symmetric Gaussian function, whose standard deviation is estimated empirically or by some

parametric estimation method. The assumption of identical blur kernel does not hold when

there are fast moving objects in the scene or the camera is shaken during the exposure time.

Ideally, we should estimate the blur kernel for each input image separately. There are few

super-resolution methods that estimate blur kernel for each image. In [65], a region based
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matching is first used to track the moving object of interest in the image sequence and

then the motion blur direction and magnitude are estimated from tracked displacements.

The motion field is limited to affine model, and so is the motion blur kernel. In [64], a

Bayesian approach is proposed for adaptive super resolution that incorporates high-resolution

image restoration, optical flow, noise level and blur kernel estimation. The estimation process

is reduced to an individual component given the other terms; and the Bayesian inference

iterates four steps: optical flow, noise estimation, blur estimation and image restoration.

The drawback of the method is that the blur kernels are limited to a Gaussian function

with possibly different standard deviations. In [85], the motion field is used to construct the

motion blur for each frame; however, it is obvious that such an approach cannot account for

intra-frame motion blur.

In this chapter, I will investigate super-resolution restoration of images which are possibly

degraded with large motion blur. I do not make any restriction on the exposure time or the

amount of motion: The blur kernel for each input image is estimated separately; therefore,

intra-frame motion blur is allowed. To achieve this, I will turn to the recent developments

in blind deconvolution. One group of successful single-image motion deblurring methods

incorporates various sparse priors for either the latent images or motion blur kernels [33, 34,

35]. Another group of successful methods tries to explicitly detect salient image structures

for kernel estimation [37, 36]. A two-phase kernel estimation algorithm is recently presented

in [38], where quick kernel initialization based on strong edge selection, kernel refinement

and latent image restoration based on TV-L1 optimization are separately addressed. Our

initial motion deblurring step is based on an improved version of Cho’s method [37].

After the motion deblurring step, motion field will be estimated without any restriction

to a parametric model. Finally, super-resolution restoration will be applied to the motion

deblurred images. The first two steps, motion blur estimation and motion field estimation,

may have estimation errors, which would result in artifacts in the final SR image. Therefore,
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I propose a weighted cost function for the super-resolution restoration step, where a weight

associated with an input image reflects the reliability of the corresponding kernel estimate

and the deblurred image.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, I will detail the proposed method, which

includes three main steps: (1) single image motion deblurring for motion blurred images, (2)

motion estimation, and (3) super-resolution restoration. In Section 3.3, experimental results

from real video data will be provided. I will conclude in Section 3.4.

3.2 The proposed framework

In my framework, the image formation process is modeled as a two-step process. In the first

step, low-resolution images {gi}, i = 1, ..., N , are generated from a high-resolution image

f through a sequence of linear operations: image warping {Mi}, image blurring B with a

common space-invariant point spread function (PSF), and downsampling D. This first step

of the imaging process can be formulated as

gi = DBMif . (3.1)

In the second step, a single-image blur process is formulated as:

g̃i = Higi, (3.2)

where gi is the latent image, Hi is the matrix associated with the blur kernel, and g̃i is the

blurred image.

The reason I separate the imaging process into two steps is that large motion blur will

be dealt with and therefore the motion field from the input images {g̃i} cannot be reliably

estimated. I first need to deblur {g̃i} to obtain the latent images {gi}, and then estimate

motion field, which will then be used in the super-resolution step.

Because the estimated blur kernels and therefore the deblurred images {gi} may not be

accurate, I will use a weighted cost function for the super-resolution restoration step, where
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a weight wi associated with an input image reflects the reliability of the corresponding kernel

estimate and the deblurred image.

The framework to achieve super-resolution of motion blurred images is given in Figure 3.1.

The motion deblurring step estimates the motion blur kernels {Hi} and the latent (deblurred)

images {gi} from the input images {g̃i}. The weights {wi}, reflecting the reliability of motion

deblurring, are estimated. The optical flow step estimates the motion vectors {Mi} between

the reference image gr which is selected from N deblurred images and the input images

{gi}. In the last step, I apply weighting-based super-resolution where motion deblurred

images {gi}, estimated motion vectors {Mi} and calculated weights {wi} are taken as input,

with gr set as the reference image. The super-resolution image is denoted as f . I now discuss

the details of the framework.
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FIGURE 3.1. The framework for super-resolution of motion blurred images.

3.2.1 Single image motion deblurring using TV-L1 model

My single image deblurring algorithm consists of three steps. First, the blur kernel is initial-

ized using the kernel initialization method presented by Cho [37]. Second, the kernel is refined
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through hard thresholding [34] by setting kernel values that are less than the 10 percent of

the maximum value in the kernel to 0. While Xu [38] also presented a kernel refinement

step, it is computationally costly and did not improve significantly over the simple hard

thresholding method mentioned. Finally, the latent image is estimated from the estimated

blur kernel and original blurred image. It is well-known that L2 norm in the data fidelity

term is not effective to avoid outliers; in addition, L2 norm in the regularization term also

results in over-smooth restoration. To achieve robustness to outliers as well as sharp results,

I used the TV-L1 based method [55], which minimizes the energy function

E(gi) = ‖g̃i −Higi‖1 + λ‖∇gi‖2, (3.3)

where Hi is the estimated blur kernel, g̃i is the original blurred image, gi is the latent image

to be estimated, and λ is the regularization parameter. Clearly, it brings non-linearity and

non-differentiability to both data and regularization terms, resulting in computational diffi-

culty to solve this problem. To overcome the computational difficulties, Wang [55] proposed

an alternating minimization method based on half quadratic splitting to solve the TV-L1

optimization problem. I followed the exact algorithm [55] to achieve motion deblurring. In

my implementation, the regularization parameter λ is set to be 10.

3.2.2 Optical flow method for motion estimation between deblurred images

Given the motion deblurred images, the motion vectors are estimated. The reason motion

estimation is done with deblurred images is that motion blur may degrade the accuracy of

motion estimation significantly, causing undesired artifacts in the restored image. As shown

in Figure 3.1, gr is chosen as the reference image and {gi} are chosen as target images for

SR restoration. I first up-sample both the reference image and target images to the desired

high-resolution lattice, and then estimate the motion fields between the upsampled reference

image and the upsampled target images using the optical flow method proposed by Liu [61].

This optical flow method is based on a robust data term and discontinuity-preserving total-
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variation regularization and results in accurate dense flow fields. Using this method, I obtain

the motion fields {Mi} between the reference image gr and the target images {gi}. (Note

that Mr = 0.)

3.2.3 Weighting-based super-resolution (SR) restoration method

The standard SR algorithm with Tikhonov regularization minimizes the following cost func-

tion:

C(f) =
∑

i

‖gi −DBMif‖22 + λ‖∇f‖22 (3.4)

where λ is regularization parameter. In order to be able to deal with estimation errors from

the motion deblurring step, I modify this cost function to include the reliability of each

motion deblurred image:

C(f) =
∑

i

wi‖gi −DBMif‖22 + λ‖∇f‖22 (3.5)

where wi is the weight associated with the motion deblurred image, indicating the contribu-

tion of the corresponding motion deblurred image in the overall cost to be minimized. It is

reasonable to assign more weights to reliable motion deblurred images, whereas less weights

to unreliable motion deblurred images.

Each weight will be calculated using the reconstruction error ‖g̃i−Higi‖2. A small recon-

struction error indicates accurate blur kernel estimate and deblurred image; while a large

reconstruction error indicates less reliable kernel estimate and deblurred image. The weight

should then be inversely proportional to the reconstruction. The un-normalized weight w̃i is

defined as

w̃i =
1

‖g̃i −Higi‖2 + ǫ
(3.6)

where ǫ is a small scalar to avoid singularity. Since we have more confidence in the well

deblurred images than poorly deblurred images, we need to normalize the weights and assign

more weights to well deblurred images than to poorly deblurred images, the normalization
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is defined as

wi = (w̃i/max{w̃i})4 , (3.7)

where the fourth power is chosen empirically. The objective function in Equation 3.5 is a

weighted least squares problem with Tikhonov regularization. Due to the pixel-wise warping

operation in the imaging process, a closed form solution is not possible; however, the opti-

mization can be achieved iteratively using the gradient descent technique. Starting with an

initial estimate f (0), the updated estimate at the nth iteration is

f (n+1) = f (n) − µ∇C(f (n))

= f (n) − µ
∑

i

wiM
T
i B

TDT (gi −DBMif
(n))− µλ∇T (∇f (n)), (3.8)

where µ is the step size, which we empirically set to 0.1 in my experiment. Also, in my

experiment, I empirically set regularization parameter λ to be 0.2. The stopping condition

for gradient descent method is predetermined number of iterations, which is set to be 80 in

our experiment.

While {Hi} are estimated for all input images and incorporate large motion blur as well

as other blur types such as out-of-focus and sensor blurs, in my model I also have the blur

B which is common to all images. The simplest choice for this blur is identity matrix, which

corresponds to a blur kernel of delta function. Instead of a delta function, a small blur

kernel is also possible which would model spatial averaging before downsampling. (In my

implementation, I used a 3× 3 Gaussian kernel with standard deviation equal to 1.)

3.3 Experimental results

I conduct an experiment to examine the performance of the proposed super-resolution

method under unknown motion blur kernels and arbitrary mutual motions. In the exper-

iment, a video sequence is captured with a hand-held camera and six of the video frames

are used to reconstruct a super-resolution image. The input images are shown in Figures
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3.2(a1)-3.2(a6). The estimated blur kernels corresponding to these images are given in Fig-

ures 3.2(b1)-3.2(b6), respectively; and the motion deblurred images are given in Figures

3.2(c1)-3.2(c6). It is clear that the motion deblurring worked well for some input images,

such as the one in Figure 3.2(a5), but not as well for some others, such as the one in Figure

3.2(a4). The weights {wi} are 0.23, 0.67, 0.14, 0.15, 1.0 and 0.74, respectively; and they

indeed reflect the quality of motion deblurring as can be seen from Figures 3.2(c1)-3.2(c6).

(a1) (a2) (a3)

(a4) (a5) (a6)

(b1) (b2) (b3)

(b4) (b5) (b6)

(c1) (c2) (c3)

(c4) (c5) (c6)

FIGURE 3.2. Motion deblurring. (a1)-(a6) Input images, with size 320× 240. (b1)-(b6) Estimated
blur kernels, with size 19× 19. (c1)-(c6) Motion deblurred images.
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To do super-resolution restoration, first, the motion fields need to be estimated. The first

input image is set as the reference; and Figures 3.3(b)-3.3(f) show the estimated motion

fields from the motion deblurred images in Figures 3.2(c2)-3.2(c6) to the reference image in

Figure 3.2(c1). Next, super-resolution restoration is applied to improve the resolution by a

factor of two (in Figure 3.4).

 

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIGURE 3.3. Motion estimation. (a) Color coding of motion vectors. (b-e) Estimated flow fields
between the reference image in Figure 2(c1) and the target images in Figures 2(c2)-2(c6).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 3.4. Super-resolution when the first input image is set as the reference. (a) Bilinearly
interpolated input image; (b) Bilinearly interpolated deblurred image; (c) Image restored using
standard SR without weights; (d) Image restored using the proposed SR with weights.
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Figure 3.4(a) shows the bilinearly interpolated reference image; and Figure 3.4(b) shows

its motion deblurred version. Figure 3.4(c) shows the result with standard super-resolution

without any weights; Figure 3.4(d) shows the result with the proposed super-resolution algo-

rithm where the weights are included. While no significant difference between the standard

and proposed algorithms is visible in Figure 3.4; we can observe that the proposed algorithm

has less artifacts than the standard algorithm in the zoomed-in regions given in Figure 3.5.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 3.5. Super-resolution when the first input image is set as the reference. (a) Bilinearly
interpolated input image; (b) Bilinearly interpolated deblurred image; (c) Image restored using
standard SR without weights; (d) Image restored using the proposed SR with weights.
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The effect of including weights becomes dramatic when the initial estimate is very poor.

Figure 3.6 provides results when the fourth input image, given in Figure 3.2(a4) is set as the

reference. As seen in the zoomed-in regions (Figure 3.7), the proposed algorithm provides

much better result than the standard algorithm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 3.6. Super-resolution when the fourth input image is set as the reference. (a) Bilinearly
interpolated input image; (b) Bilinearly interpolated deblurred image; (c) Image restored using
standard SR without weights; (d) Image restored using the proposed SR with weights.

3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter super-resolution restoration from motion blurred images is investigated. In ad-

dition to a specific framework for handling motion-blurred images, a weighting-based super-

resolution method is proposed which assigns more weights to well deblurred images and less

weights to poorly deblurred images, thus achieving robustness to motion deblurring errors.

The proposed framework contains three main steps: (1) single-image motion deblurring, (2)

motion estimation using deblurred images, and (3) weighting-based method for solving the

super-resolution problem. The experimental results suggest that the weighting scheme re-
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duces artifacts due to errors in blur kernel estimation and motion deblurring. One limitation

of the proposed algorithm is the assumption of space-invariant blur; thus incorporation of

space-varying blur estimation should be investigated in my future work.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 3.7. Super-resolution when the fourth input image is set as the reference. (a) Bilinearly
interpolated input image; (b) Bilinearly interpolated deblurred image; (c) Image restored using
standard SR without weights; (d) Image restored using the proposed SR with weights.
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4 Space-varying blur kernel estima-
tion and image deblurring

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I will investigate the image deblurring problem from a single image degraded

by space-varying blur across the entire image. In such situations, the blur kernel cannot be

modeled as a uniform kernel across the whole image as presented in most existing blind

image deblurring problems. As discussed in the single image deblurring problems in Chapter

2, a particular blur type, including defocus blur, motion blur by camera shake or motion blur

by moving object should be assumed beforehand. However, in this chapter, I do not make

any restrictions on the type of blur or how the blur varies spatially. That is, the blur might

be, for instance, a large (non-parametric) motion blur in one part of an image and a small

defocus blur in another part without any smooth transition. The proposed space-varying

image deblurring algorithm relies on the observation that the blur kernel is uniform in a

local region with rich texture. Based on this assumption, I propose a three-step framework:

(1) Coarse PSF estimation, (2) PSF refinement through kernel clustering, (3) Space-varying

deblurring through image fusion. Regarding the PSF estimation in the first two steps, the

main difficulty is that the PSF does not smoothly vary across the image. The blur kernel

may vary smoothly within the segments of the image, but it may change abruptly between

segments. This chapter presents a new PSF estimation strategy with assumptions that the

blur kernel is uniform within a local region and that the local region affected by any blur

kernel is of sufficient size and with rich texture as well. The proposed framework contains
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three main steps. The first step is to obtain coarse estimates of the blur kernels. The input

image is splitted into patches of equal size. For each patch, the blur kernel is estimated

using a fast space-invariant PSF estimation technique by Cho [37]. For patches with uniform

blur and sufficient spatial variance, we expect to have good PSF estimates. For patches that

include regions which have different blur kernels or for patches that do not have spatial

variance, the PSF estimates would not be accurate. The second step is to refine the blur

kernels through clustering. As we assume that there are several distinct blur kernels, we

expect the coarse PSF estimates obtained in the first step cluster around true blur kernels. I

use the K-means clustering algorithm and obtain the cluster centroids. The blur kernels that

are close to a cluster centroid are likely to be good estimates; the kernels that are not close

to a cluster centroid are likely to correspond to patches with nonuniform blur or insufficient

spatial variance. The patches corresponding to kernels that are close to a cluster centroid are

merged to form larger regions. The merged regions are expected to have a uniform blur kernel.

Once PSFs are estimated using merged regions separately, space-varying image deblurring

is performed through image fusion in the third step, which produces a high-quality image

even for regions where it is not clear what the correct PSF is at first.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 will propose the space-varying image de-

blurring framework. In Section 4.3, experiments will be conducted on some images degraded

by space-varying blur. Comparisons with some state-of-the-art motion deblurring algorithms

will also be provided. In addition, I will discuss some limitations of our proposed method in

this section as well. In Section 4.4, I will conclude our work and discuss my future work to

improve the proposed space-varying image deblurring algorithm.

4.2 The proposed framework

The proposed framework includes three main steps: (1) Coarse PSF estimation, (2) PSF

refinement through kernel clustering, and (3) Space-varying deblurring through image fusion.
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The blurred image degraded by space-varying blur kernel is denoted as g. The first step spits

the whole image g into N patches of equal size gi and then estimates the PSF for each patch

separately using a modified version of Cho’s method [37], resulting in N blur PSFs hi. The

second step is to refine PSF estimation. The N blur kernels hi are clustered into K classes

through K-means clustering. Here K denotes the number of distinct blur kernels across the

whole image. The K blur kernels obtained from K-means clustering are refined for the second

time by first detecting reliable regions which are composed of patches closer to centroids for

uniform blur estimation and estimating blur kernels again with larger region using Cho’s

method [37], resulting in K refined blur kernels htruei . Then in the last step, the final image

deblurring through image fusion is performed which produces good results even for regions

where it is not clear what the correct PSF is at first. The three steps will be detailed as

follows.

4.2.1 Coarse point spread function (PSF) estimation

With the assumption that the blur kernel is uniform within local region, I split the input

image into patches and estimate each patch separately. However, the difficulty is how to

decide the size of each patch. Small patches better approximate local space-invariant blur

kernel. However, on the other hand, small patches are not large enough to contain information

to estimate PSFs. As Sroubek [86] pointed out, the necessary minimum patch size decreases

with the decreasing PSF size, but prior information about the size and nature of PSF should

be known beforehand. In this chapter, I use overlapping window to split the whole image

g into N patches of equal size gi. The reason why I choose the overlapping window is that

more blur kernel samples can be obtained to make K-meaning clustering more accurate with

enough data samples. However, the overlapping window should also be carefully designed.

If the window is shifted slightly, then more patches can be obtained, however, more patches

mean more computational overhead for PSF estimation. On the other hand, if the window

is shifted largely, the splitted patches are more likely to contain non-uniform blur. In my
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experiment, the window is shifted half of the size of patch horizontally and vertically. Also,

the size of patch is determined by the nature of the blur which most degrades the local

region among all distinct blur kernels. For example, if an image is degraded by space-varying

blur which includes large motion blur and small motion blur, then the size of each patch is

decided by the nature of large motion blur. This strategy will reduce the PSF estimation

error if we choose the other way around due to small size of patch. For each patch, I make

no assumption of any blur type and utilize an improved version of Cho’s method [37] to

separately estimate coarse blur PSF hi of each patch gi. The blur process for each patch g

under uniform blur kernel h is modeled as follows:

g = f ⊗ h+ n, (4.1)

where f is the latent image, ⊗ operator denotes convolution and n is the additional noise. For

the convenience of mathematical description, I omit subscript i for each patch. The coarse

PSF estimation adopts coarse-to-fine image pyramid strategy to progressively refine the blur

kernel. In each pyramid, the estimation method iterates three steps: strong edge prediction,

fast kernel estimation and coarse image deconvolution. The above iteration process stops

at the highest level of image pyramid which has the equal size of the input blurred image.

Finally, blur kernel sparsity is enforced through hard-thresholding, which sets the kernel

values that are less than the 10 percent of the maximum value in the kernel to be 0.

4.2.2 Point spread function (PSF) refinement through kernel clustering

The first step separately estimates blur kernels hi for each of N splitted patches gi. As I

assume that there are several distinct blur kernels, the coarse PSF estimates obtained in the

first step are expected to cluster around true blur kernels. The number of true blur kernels

across the entire image may be determined beforehand by assuming the known number of

distinct blur kernels, although the regions affected by these blur kernels are not known be-

forehand. This assumption is reasonable because we may intuitively know how many different
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blur kernels degrade an image by our naked eyes. Here, I set the number of true blur kernels

affecting the entire image to be K. Then I use the K-means clustering algorithm [87] to

partition N blur kernels into K classes and obtain the K cluster centroids hcentroidk . The blur

kernels that are close to a cluster centroid hcentroidk are likely to be good estimates; the kernels

that are not close to a cluster centroid are likely to correspond to patches with nonuniform

blur or insufficient spatial variance. The patches corresponding to kernels that are close to a

cluster centroid hcentroidk are merged to form larger regions gcentroidk . The larger region gcentroidk

is also considered to be reliable region of the true uniform blur kernel. The cluster centroid

hcentroidk may be refined by estimation from the larger region gcentroidk , resulting in true blur

kernel htruek . Again Cho’s method [37] is used for estimation. We expect more accurate blur

kernel than the cluster centroid because a larger region is used which contains more texture

information. Also, actually the cluster centroid is the closest data to all samples assigned

to that blur kernel class. However, these samples may also include samples that contain

non-uniform blur in that region and those that have little spatial invariance. The estimated

cluster centroid may be degraded by these samples as well. Thus, reliable regions need to be

used to refine the coarse blur kernel from the first step.

4.2.3 Space-varying deblurring through image fusion

The final step is to perform space-varying image deblurring. The process so far estimates the

blur kernels htruei but we do not have a blur kernel assigned to each pixel. Only the reliable

regions with uniform blur have known kernels. However, for regions where no blur kernel is

decided, its true blur kernel needs to be determined and then the entire image needs to be

restored. To restore the entire image, the entire image is deblurred for each kernel and then

the deblurred images are fused into a single all-deblurred image. I start by deblurring the

entire image g with each of the K refined kernels htruei obtained in the last step, providing K

deblurred images f̂i. For the image deconvolution process, to achieve robustness to outliers

as well as sharp results, the TV-L1 based method proposed by Wang [55] is implemented,
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which minimizes the following energy function

E(f̂i) = ‖g − htruei ⊗ f̂i‖1 + λ‖∇f̂i‖2, (4.2)

where htruei is the estimated blur kernel, g is the original blurred image, f̂i is the latent image

to be estimated, and λ is the regularization parameter. Clearly, it brings non-linearity and

non-differentiability to both data and regularization terms, resulting in computational diffi-

culty to solve this problem. To overcome the computational difficulties, Wang [55] proposed

an alternating minimization method based on half quadratic splitting to solve the TV-L1

optimization problem. I follow the exact algorithm [55] to achieve motion deblurring. In my

implementation, the regularization parameter λ is set to be 10.

Next, I will use these deblurred images to produce a high quality image. For each blur kernel

htruei , the robust reconstruction error is computed. The robust reconstruction error includes

two terms: data fidelity term ei,data = g − htruei ⊗ f̂i and regularization term ei,reg = ∇f̂i. A

deblurred image f̂i will usually provide a smooth plausible reconstruction for parts of the

image where htruei is the true blur kernel. The reconstruction in other areas, whose blur kernel

differs from htruei , will contain serious ringing artifacts since those areas cannot be plausibly

explained by the kernel htruei . These artifacts ensure that the robust reconstruction error for

such areas will be high. I compute a local approximation for the energy around the pixel

position x, by summing up the robust reconstruction error over a small local window Wx as

follows:

Êi(x) =
∑

y∈Wx

e2i,data(y) + λ|ei,reg(y)|. (4.3)

In my experiment, the size of small local windowWx is equal to that of blur kernel PSF. The

local energy estimate is then used to select the blur kernel in the pixel x. The blur kernel

with the smallest robust reconstruction error is chosen as the kernel in the pixel x as follows:

kernel(x) = argmin
i

Êi(x). (4.4)
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High quality image is produced through image fusion by picking each pixel independently

from one of the K deblurred images f restored(x) = f̂kernel(x)(x). Here, f
restored(x) denotes

the final deblurred image in the x pixel position. The proposed framework is illustrated in

Figure 4.1.

FIGURE 4.1. The framework for proposed space-varying deblurring method

4.3 Experiments and discussions

In this section, some experiments are conducted to illustrate our proposed space-varying

image deblurring method. In the experiment, in order to obtain a blurred image degraded

by space-varying blur, a blurred image is captured by a Canon camera(in Figure 4.2(a)) in

which both motion blur and defocus blur, that is, two distinct blur kernels exist in the scene.

The motion blur is caused by moving object (book in Figure 4.2(a)) when I take a photo of

the scene during exposure. On the other hand, the defocus blur is caused by camera’s limited

depth of field (DOF) when the camera’s focus area is set on the moving object, leaving other

depth-variant objects in the scene to be out of focus. To perform the coarse PSF estimation

as presented in the last section, I first divide the whole image into 11×11 overlapping patches

of equal size. The size of the whole blurred image is 1872 × 1248, whereas the size of each

patch is 312× 208. That means, I move the overlapping window across the entire image by

156 pixels in horizontal direction and 104 pixels in vertical direction to get these overlapped

patches.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k)

(l) (m)

FIGURE 4.2. Experimental results of the proposed method. (a) Original space-varying blurred
image degraded by motion blur and defocus blur; (b) 11 × 11 estimated blur kernels for each
split by fast coarse PSF estimation; (c) and (d) Coarse defocus blur and motion blur by K-means
clustering method; (e) and (f) Refined defocus blur and motion blur; (g) and (h) Detected reliable
region of uniform defocus blur and motion blur; (i) and (j) Deblurred images using coarse defocus
blur and motion blur((c) and (d)), respectively; (k) and (l) Deblurred images using refined defocus
blur and motion blur((e) and (f)), respectively; (m) Final restored image by merging (k) and (l)
based on proposed local PSF selection method.
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For each patch, I estimate the coarse PSF using fast blind kernel estimation method by

Cho [37]. The 121 blur kernels are shown in Figure 4.2(b). Then K-means clustering is

applied to 121 blur kernels, where the number of blur kernel classes K is set to be two

since we have two distinct blur kernels across the entire image. The two cluster centroids

which are also coarse defocus blur and motion blur are given in Figure 4.2(c) and 4.2(d).

The merged regions affected by kernels that are also close to the centroids in Figure 4.2(c)

and 4.2(d) are shown in Figure 4.2(g) and 4.2(h), respectively. These two merged regions are

also considered to be affected by two uniform blur kernels, respectively. The uniform blur

kernels, that is, defocus blur and motion blur, are estimated for a second time from these

two merged regions. As these regions are larger than the original patches, we expect more

accurate kernel estimates. The refined blur kernels are shown in Figures 4.2(e) and 4.2(f).

Figure 4.2(i) is the deblurred image when the kernel in Figure 4.2(c) is used, and Figure

4.2(j) is the deblurred image when the kernel in Figure 4.2(d) is used. Figure 4.2(k) is the

deblurred image when the kernel in Figure 4.2(e) is used, and Figure 4.2(l) is the deblurred

image when the kernel in Figure 4.2(f) is used. By comparison of deblurred images before

and after PSF refinement, we can see that the PSF refinement can better approximate the

true kernels. In addition, as also seen in these figures (in Figures 4.2(k) and Figures 4.2(l)),

there are distinct regions a specific kernel worked better, and I fuse these images to form

a all-deblurred image according to the proposed image fusion method in the last section.

The fused image is shown in Figure 4.2(m). Figure 4.3 includes zoomed-in regions from the

experiment. Figure 4.3(a) is from the original input image; clearly, both regions are blurry.

Figure 4.3(b) is from the deblurred image given in Figure 4.2(i), whereas Figure 4.3(c) is

from the deblurred image given in Figure 4.2(j). From these zoom-in regions, it shows that,

although the cluster centroid can provide a rough estimate for blur kernel, it is not accurate

enough to be used as true blur kernel to restore the blurred image. This necessitates the step

of the PSF refinement through kernel clustering. Figure 4.3(d) is from the deblurred image
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given in Figure 4.2(k); while one region is deblurred well, the other region is not. Figure

4.3(e) is from the deblurred image given in Figure 4.2(l). The deblurred regions are opposite

to those shown in Figure 4.3(d). Figure 4.3(f) is from the final deblurred image given in

Figure 4.2(m), which merges two deblurred images in Figures 4.2(k) and 4.2(l). As seen,

both regions are well deblurred, showing that the proposed image fusion algorithm performs

well in this example.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIGURE 4.3. Zoomed-in regions. (a) Input image, same as in Figure 4.2(a); (b) Deblurred image,
given in Figure 4.2(i); (c) Deblurred image, given in Figure 4.2(j); (d) Deblurred image, given in
Figure 4.2(k); (e) Deblurred image, given in Figure 4.2(l); (f) Final deblurred image given in Figure
4.2(m).
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In the second blurred image (shown in Figure 4.4(b)) degraded by space-varying blur,

the regions containing the car are affected by defocus blur, whereas the region containing

the book is degraded by motion blur. In addition, I compare our method with some state-

of-the-art blind image deblurring algorithms (in Figures 4.4 and 4.5). I deblur the blurred

image using Cho’s method [37], Xu’s method [45] and Shan’s method [34]. The comparison

shows that my proposed method can better restore the original image with fewer unwanted

artifacts from one single image degraded by space-varying blur.

In my proposed method for space-varying image deblurring problem, I assume no space-

varying blur type which works well in a variety of general cases. The underlying assumption

is that each distinct blur kernel is uniform in the local region which is also of sufficient

size and with rich texture to get accurate PSF estimation. In addition, to get more samples

for K-mean clustering in the PSF refinement step, I use overlapping window to split the

entire image into patches. However, I choose the size of patch and shift by trial and error.

I did not study how to robustly decide these two important parameters in my proposed

method. Also, when I merge patches to obtain reliable regions for PSF refinement, I choose

the patches closer to centroid as good candidates. However, I did not give a metric to decide

the threshold for good candidates. In addition, I consider neither boundary information

nor object segmentation when segmenting different regions affected by distinct blur kernels,

resulting in rough and inaccurate segmentation around the boundaries where blur kernel

changes abruptly. However, our result may be improved by introducing human assistance by

inferring different regions affected by distinct blur kernels by hand in my future work.

4.4 Conclusions and future work

In this chapter, I investigate image deblurring problem from one single image degraded by

space-varying blur across the whole image. The proposed method makes neither assumption

of the blur type nor how blur kernel changes across the whole image. However, the proposed
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method assumes that the blur kernel is uniform within local region of sufficient size and rich

texture.

(a1) (a2)

(b1) (b2)

(c1) (c2)

(d1) (d2)

(e1) (e2)

FIGURE 4.4. Comparison of state-of-the-art blind image deblurring algorithms. (a1) and (a2) Two
original images; (b1) and (b2) Cho’s method [37]; (c1) and (c2) Shan’s method [34]; (d1) and (d2)
Xu’s [45] method; (e1) and (e2) My proposed method
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(a1) (a2)

(b1) (b2)

(c1) (c2)

(d1) (d2)

(e1) (e2)

FIGURE 4.5. Comparison of state-of-the-art blind image deblurring algorithms (Zoomed-in re-
gions). (a1) and (a2) Two original space-varying blurred images; (b1) and (b2) Deblurred images
using Cho’s method [37]; (c1) and (c2) Deblurred images using Shan’s method [34]; (d1) and (d2)
Deblurred images using Xu’s [45] method; (e1) and (e2) Deblurred images using my method;

The method first progressively estimates distinct kernels as well as regions affected by blur

kernels. Once accurate estimation of blur kernel is obtained, space-varying image deblurring

is performed in the last step, which produces good results even for regions where it is not

clear what the correct PSF is at first. The last image fusion step utilizes the reconstruction

error as metric for good PSF candidate to get restored image. The experimental results and

comparison with other state-of-the-art methods illustrate the effectiveness of my proposed

method.
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However, to get more accurate PSF and region segmentation of distinct blur kernels in

cases that the underlying assumption does not hold well, more future work needs to be done

to improve the proposed method. As future work, I will take advantage of object structures

to guide the blur classification, and object information may be used for blur segmentation.

Another simple way to improve the proposed method is to introduce human assistance for

blur PSF estimation and blur kernel clustering by manually and roughly segmenting the

regions affected by distinct blur kernels.
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5 Extending depth of field and dy-
namic range from differently focused
and exposed images

5.1 Introduction

Although many sophisticated algorithms have been proposed for either focus stacking or high

dynamic range (HDR) image creation, extending both depth of field (DOF) and dynamic

range from differently exposed and focused images has seldom been investigated. Qian and

Gunturk [25] presented a joint HDR merging and focus stacking algorithm to extend depth

of field and dynamic range. The method introduced the weighting map which includes both

exposure-based weighting map and local sharpness-based map so that more weights will

be given to in-focus and suitably exposed regions when estimating HDR radiance map. In

addition, the proposed joint HDR creation and focus stacking has also been implemented

on Android phone. However, it is nontrivial to determine optimal values since in some cases

the weighting map based on local sharpness or exposure information is decided by the scene

case-to-case. This method has not yet been robust enough to adaptively detect in-focus

and suitably exposed regions. Therefore we need to adjust the balancing factors by trial

and error. In this chapter, instead, I will propose another method which produces an image

with both extended dynamic range and DOF from differently focused and exposed Images.

The proposed method mainly includes three steps: (1) spatial registration, (2) focus stacking

under exposure diversity, and (3) HDR image creation. Both focus stacking and HDR imaging

becomes challenging when the camera or the scene is not static. It is indeed rarely the case
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that the camera and the scene are static. In focus stacking, even when the camera is fixed, the

lens compound may cause geometric distortion as the focus depth is changed. In general, we

need to estimate dense motion field for both focus stacking and HDR imaging. First, as I have

already mentioned, in order to get the same scene for extending DOF and dynamic range,

accurate image registration is essential. Here I employ the spatial registration approach [88]

that I have recently investigated. The histogram-based intensity mapping function (IMF)

estimation [89] is first used for photometric registration and then an advanced optical flow

method [61] is used for geometric registration. This optical flow method is based on a robust

data term and discontinuity-preserving total-variation (TV) regularization term and results

in accurate dense flow fields. After the images are registered, focus stacking under exposure

diversity is first performed. Although many focus stacking algorithms have been proposed to

extend DOF from multiple images with different in-focus regions, these algorithms have two

main requirements for input image stacks. First, in-focus region for all image stacks is unique.

This requirement ensures that in the image fusion step, each pixel in the reconstructed image

comes from unique slice of image stacks based on the maximum value selection rule. Second,

the illumination should be approximately constant across all image stacks. Unfortunately,

these two requirements do not hold in this chapter as in-focus regions may exist in more

than one image stack, and image stacks may have different exposure information as well.

Then, with the application of my proposed focus stacking from differently exposed images,

an all-in-focus image is obtained from well registered images with different in-focus regions

and exposure information. Instead of using the typical existing maximum selection rule, the

weighting map rule is used to indicate the degree of focus from image stacks. The weighting

map rule is applied here because of the fact that in-focus regions may exist in more than

one image with different exposure information. In this case, simple maximum selection rule

will lose useful sharp information from images in-focus but not selected. The weighting maps

are initially estimated by classical local sharpness method and refined by a reliability mask
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which will be discussed in details later. The all-in-focus images are created by the proposed

focus stacking method, which will then be used to estimate the HDR radiance map; finally, a

local tone mapping operator [80] is used to display the radiance map on low dynamic range

devices. The resulting image has both extended DOF and dynamic range.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 will introduce the proposed method in

which spatial registration, focus stacking and HDR imaging algorithms are described in

details. In Section 5.3, I will conduct two experiments to demonstrate my proposed method.

Section 5.4 will conclude this chapter.

5.2 Focus stacking under exposure diversity and high dynamic range (HDR) creation

In this section my approach to achieving focus stacking is explained when the input images

do not necessarily have the same exposure settings. I first present the method assuming

the input images are grayscale, with the purpose of notational simplicity; and at the end

I explain how to treat color images. The flow of my method is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

The input images f1, · · · , fN are first spatially registered using the reference image fr, which

is chosen among the input images. Spatial registration is to handle cases where the scene

and/or the camera are not static. The registered images f̃1, · · · , f̃N are then photometrically

mapped to the reference image f̃k, which is chosen among the registered images. In this

step, I also calculate weight maps for each image. The weight maps take two things into

account: local sharpness and registration errors. Local sharpness is an indicator of focus; if

a pixel is in an in-focus area, its local sharpness is large. Registration error is an indicator

about the accuracies of spatial and photometric registration steps. The weight of a pixel is

linearly proportional with the local sharpness and inversely proportional with the registration

error. The photometrically mapped images pik (̃fi), · · · , pik (̃fN) are merged by pixel-by-pixel

weighted sum to produce the focus stacked image ffocusk . Now these steps are explained in

details.
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FIGURE 5.1. Focus stacking from differently exposed images

5.2.1 Spatial registration

Suppose we have N grayscale images fi, i = 1, · · · , N with different in-focus regions and

exposure settings. My first task is to estimate the motion field and register the images. I

start with choosing a reference image fr among the input images. The optical flow equation

between an input image fi and the reference image fr should reflect the intensity mapping

to take care of different exposure settings and can be formulated as

pir(fi(x + uir(x))) = fr(x), (5.1)

where x is a pixel position, uir(x) is the motion vector at pixel x from input image fi to

the reference image fr, and pir(·) is the intensity mapping function (IMF) from fi to fr.

(Note that when two images have the same exposure settings, pir(·) is identity function and

equation (5.1) reduces to the standard optical flow equation.) Once the IMF is applied to

an input image, the photometrically mapped image pir(fi) and the reference image fr satisfy

the constant brightness assumption; and therefore, standard optical flow estimation methods

can be utilized to estimate the motion field uir. In my implementation, I estimated the IMF

using the histogram-based method of Mitsunaga and Nayar [11] and the motion field using

the method of Liu [61]. Using the estimated motion field, I warp the input image fi onto the
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reference image fr. The warped images f̃i, i = 1, · · · , N are now expected to be spatially

registered. The flowchart of the spatial registration process is given in Figure 5.2(a).

(a) (b)

FIGURE 5.2. (a) Spatial registration of differently exposed images. An input image fi is first
photometrically registered to the reference image fr by applying the intensity mapping function
(IMF). The motion field uir is then estimated by applying an optical flow estimation method. The
input image fi is finally warped to achieve spatial registration. (b) Intensity mapping and weight
calculation.

5.2.2 Intensity registration and focus stacking

The images f̃i, i = 1, · · · , N are spatially registered but with possibly different exposure

settings and focus areas. The next step is to produce an image with extended depth of field.

Standard focus stacking methods cannot be applied to f̃i, i = 1, · · · , N because they might

have different exposure settings. One may suggest to apply a standard focus stacking to

photometrically mapped images pir (̃fi); however, this approach would not work in general

either because saturated regions in a long-exposure image cannot photometrically mapped

to corresponding unsaturated regions in shorter-exposure images. To handle complications

due to different exposure settings, I propose the following approach.

I choose a reference image f̃k among the spatially registered images f̃i, i = 1, · · · , N .

I estimate the IMF pik(·) and obtain photometrically registered images pik (̃fi). (Note that

pkk(·) is identity function.) As mentioned earlier, the focus stacked image ffocusk is obtained as

a weighted sum of pik(̃fi), i = 1, · · · , N . The weights reflect two things at each pixel: (1) local

sharpness, which is expected to be correlated with focus, and (2) spatial and photometric
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registration errors. We would like to have a large weight for a pixel that is in an in-focus

area and has low spatial/photometric registration error.

The use of local sharpness as an indicator of focus is a commonly used idea in focus

stacking. The local sharpness s̃ik(x) at pixel x of image pik (̃fi) is defined as

s̃ik(x) =
∑

y∈Nh(x)

‖∇pik (̃fi(y))‖, (5.2)

where ∇pik(̃fi)(y) is the gradient vector at pixel y obtained by applying a Sobel filter, ‖ · ‖

denotes the gradient magnitude, and Nh(x) is a h× h window around pixel x.

Now we have spatially and photometrically registered images pik(̃fi) and the corresponding

weight maps s̃ik indicating in-focus regions for each image. These photometrically mapped

images are expected to have the same illumination. However, the zero-slope or near zero-

slope regions in IMF will cause saturation problems in the photometrically mapped images

[90]. This is because in saturated regions in the target image f̃i, there is no corresponding

information in the reference image f̃k. Therefore, one-to-one photometric mapping is not

possible. The saturated regions are not reliable when I merge the photometrically mapped

images to create all-in-focus image. Also, the absolute difference of intensity values between

pik (̃fi) and f̃k shows that outliers caused by photometric mapping error have larger values.

Hence it is necessary to reject these outliers when merging these pixels to create fused images,

which could be achieved through comparing with a threshold. However, in-focus and out-of-

focus pixels also have a relatively large absolute difference of intensity values. The threshold

value should be carefully chosen so that it can reject outliers as well as preserve in-focus

pixels. Thus, when I merge all photometrically mapped images to create all-in-focus image,

a reliability mask Mik(x) is introduced to rule out saturated regions for photometrically

mapped image pik (̃fi) defined as follows:

Mik(x) = H(T − |pik(̃fi(x))− f̃k(x)|), (5.3)
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where H(·) is the Heaviside step function, outputting zeros for negative values and ones

otherwise. (Note that Mkk(x) = 1.) T is intensity breakpoint for pixel reliability determined

by trial and error in our case. The weight map for input image {̃fi} is defined as

w̃ik(x) = s̃ik(x)Mik(x). (5.4)

Before I do the image fusion, I need to normalize the calculated weight maps:

wik(x) =
w̃ik(x)∑N

i=1 w̃ik(x)
, (5.5)

where i = 1, · · · , N . When all weights are zero, then division by zero occurs in the above

normalization. We have two options, the first option is to assign 1/N to each weight. The

second option is to assign 1 to the weight associated with the reference image, and 0 to all

other target images. In this chapter, I choose the second option because I trust the reference

image more than other target images for possible saturation problems in the photometrically

mapped target images when weights are all zero. I achieve this by adding a small scalar

number to the weight associated with the reference image before the normalization:

w̃kk(x) = s̃kk(x) + ǫ, (5.6)

where ǫ is a small scalar number, which is set as 0.1 in our paper. Lastly, the image fusion is

performed to get the all-in-focus image ffocusk by merging all photometrically mapped images:

ffocusk (x) =
N∑

i=1

wik(x)pik (̃fi(x)), (5.7)

The flowchart for intensity registration and weight calculation is given in Figure 5.2(b).

5.2.3 Extension to color images

So far, I discussed that method for grayscale images. It may be extended to the color images

as follows. For spatial registration, the green channel of input images are used to estimate

the intensity mapping function and motion vectors between the input images and reference
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image. Using the motion vectors estimated from the green channel, all three channels are

warped onto the color reference image. For photometric registration and focus stacking, each

color channel is processed separately. That is, IMF and weight maps are estimated for each

channel, and the weighted sum process is performed to obtain focus stacked version of each

channel.

5.2.4 High dynamic range (HDR) radiance estimation and tone mapping

ffocusk is the all-in-focus image where the kth image and therefore its photometric settings are

used as the reference. If we have N images, then the focus stacking process may be repeated

for each of those N images. The resulting all-in-focus images can then be processed to obtain

an HDR image using a standard HDR creation algorithm. In this chapter, I used Debevec’s

algorithm [9] to estimate the HDR radiance map. After the HDR radiance map is obtained,

tone mapping should be operated for low dynamic range displays. In this chapter, I utilize

Fattal’s local tone mapping method [80] to display the images. Although a global tone

mapping operator such as Reinhard’s method [79] is simple and fast, local tone mapping

operator can greatly reduce the contrast while preserving details well but at the cost of

computational complexity and annoying parameter tuning for best results.

5.3 Experimental results

I provide experimental results with real data to illustrate my proposed method for extending

DOF and dynamic range from differently exposed and focused images. In my first experiment,

I captured four images with a hand-held DSLR camera. Each image has a different focus

area and exposure time combination. These images are given in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3(a)

has exposure time of 1/200 seconds, and is near-focused; Figure 5.3(b) has exposure time

of 1/200 seconds, and is far-focused; Figure 5.3(c) has exposure time of 1/1600 seconds,

and is far-focused; and finally, Figure 5.3(d) has exposure time of 1/1600 seconds, and is

near-focused. (Note that the details of dark regions of both original images and created all-
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in-focus images may be lost in the printed hardcopy version, However, the details are clear

in the electronic version for these images.)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 5.3. Original four images with different focus regions and exposure levels. (a) Reference
image for image registration; (b) Target image 1 for image registration; (c) Target image 2 for image
registration; (d) Target image 3 for image registration; ((a) and (b) have different focus regions
with the same exposure time of 1/200 second; (c) and (d) have different focus regions with the
same exposure time of 1/1600 second.)

Figure 5.4 shows the spatial registration process. The first row shows the luminance chan-

nels of the input images given in Figure 5.3. The first image f1 is set as the reference image.

The second row shows the IMFs pir(·). The third row shows the photometrically registered

images pir(fi). And finally, the fourth row shows the estimated motion fields uir obtained

from the photometrically registered images pir(fi).

Spatial registration is done by warping all three channels using the estimated motion fields.

The spatially registered images are shown in Figure 5.5. (Note that the first image is the

reference image, therefore, it is not warped.)
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f1 f2 f3 f4

p21(·) p31(·) p41(·)

p11(f1) = f1 p21(f2) p31(f3) p41(f4)

 

Colormap u21 u31 u41

FIGURE 5.4. Spatial registration. First row: grayscale versions of images in Figure 5.3; Second row:
Estimated intensity mapping functions (IMFs) from target images in Figures 5.3(b-d) to reference
image in Figure 5.3(a); Third row: Photometrically mapped images; Fourth row: Color coding of
motion vectors and estimated motion fields between the target images and reference image.

The accuracy of the spatial registration may not be obvious from Figures 5.4 and 5.5.

Therefore, I include Figure 5.6, which shows the absolute differences between the reference

image and the input images. Figures 5.6(a1)-5.6(a3) show the differences between the input

images without any spatial registration. Figures 5.6(b1)-5.6(b3) show the differences after

photometric registration (IMF). The residuals are reduced compared to Figures 5.6(a1)-

5.6(a3); however, it is obvious that there is some movement between the images. Figures

5.6(c1)-5.6(c3) show the differences after both IMF and optical flow method for spatial

registration. The residuals are reduced significantly, demonstrating the effectiveness of the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 5.5. Spatially registered images. (a) Original reference image in Figure 5.3(a); (b-d) Geo-
metrically registered images from target images in Figures 5.3(b)-5.3(d) to Figure 5.3(a) based on
the estimated motion vectors in the fourth row of Figure 5.4.

registration process. Table 5.1 also shows mean absolute differences (MADs) between three

input images and reference image before registration, after IMF and after both IMF and opti-

cal flow, respectively. The MAD is greatly decreased after the introduced spatial registration.

This completes the registration step.

Figures 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 show results of focus stacking under exposure diversity. I use

the four registered images in Figure 5.5 as input images for focus stacking. As I mentioned

TABLE 5.1. Mean absolute difference of intensity values between three target images and reference
image for spatial registration (The intensity range is [0, 255].)

Image pair No registration IMF only IMF+OF
Target image1 9.4 12.8 6.9
Target image2 82.6 18.0 3.0
Target image3 80.6 17.3 5.1
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previously, the four images in Figure 5.5 have two exposure levels (1/200 second and 1/1600

second ). In addition, within each exposure level, in-focus regions exist in different images.

(a1) (a2) (a3)

(b1) (b2) (b3)

(c1) (c2) (c3)

FIGURE 5.6. Absolute difference maps of intensity values between reference image and target
images before and after spatial registration (Luminance channel of color images). (a1)-(a3) Differ-
ence maps between original reference image shown in Figure 5.3(a) and three target images shown
in Figures 5.3(b)-5.3(d) (Mean absolute differences (MADs) are 9.4, 82.6 and 80.6, respectively);
(b1)-(b3) Difference maps between reference image and target images after histogram-based IMF
for photometric registration (MADs are 12.8, 18.0 and 17.3, respectively); (c1)-(c3) Difference maps
after histogram-based IMF and optical flow method for spatial registration (MADs are 6.9, 3.0 and
5.1, respectively).

Figure 5.7 shows focus stacking results when each of the two dark images with exposure

time of 1/1600 second is used as reference image and other three images are used as target

images for focus stacking under exposure diversity. Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) are two dark

images with different focus regions, Figures 5.7(c1) and 5.7(c2) shows created all-in-focus

image without and with reliability mask when Figure 5.7(a) is used as reference image for
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focus stacking, whereas Figures 5.7(d1) and 5.7(d2) shows created all-in-focus image without

and with reliability mask when Figure 5.7(b) is used as reference image for focus stacking.

(a) (b)

(c1) (c2)

(d1) (d2)

FIGURE 5.7. Focus stacking results for dark images. (a) and (b) Two dark images (shown in Figures
5.5(c) and 5.5(d)) with differently focused regions; (c1) and (c2) Focus stacked image without and
with reliability check when dark image in Figure 5.5(c) is used as reference image for intensity
registration and focus stacking; (d1) and (d2) Focus stacked image without and with reliability
check when dark image in Figure 5.5(d) is used as reference image for intensity registration and
focus stacking.
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Figure 5.8 shows zoomed-in versions of Figure 5.7. Obviously, without reliability mask, the

created all-in-focus image can extend depth of field in some regions; however, it also contains

unwanted artifacts in some other regions. By comparison, the proposed focus stacking method

with reliability mask can not only extend depth of field from differently focused and exposed

images, but also eliminate artifacts introduced by possible registration errors.

(a) (b)

(c1) (c2)

(d1) (d2)

FIGURE 5.8. Zoomed-in focus stacking results for dark images. (a) and (b) Two dark images
(shown in Figures 5.5(c) and 5.5(d)) with differently focused regions; (c1) and (c2) Focus stacked
image without and with reliability check when dark image in Figure 5.5(c) is used as reference
image for intensity registration and focus stacking; (d1) and (d2) Focus stacked image without and
with reliability check when dark image in Figure 5.5(d) is used as reference image for intensity
registration and focus stacking.
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Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show focus stacking results when each of the two bright images with

exposure time of 1/200 is used as reference image and other three images are used as target

images for focus stacking under exposure diversity. Although the effectiveness of reliability

mask for bright images is not as obvious as in the cases of dark images. The reliability mask

still needs to be included for possible registration errors in other image samples.

(a) (b)

(c1) (c2)

(d1) (d2)

FIGURE 5.9. Focus stacking results for bright images. (a) and (b) Two bright images (shown
in Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b)) with differently focused regions; (c1) and (c2) Focus stacked image
without and with reliability check when dark image in Figure 5.5(a) is used as reference image
for intensity registration and focus stacking; (d1) and (d2) Focus stacked image without and with
reliability check when dark image in Figure 5.5(b) is used as reference image for intensity registration
and focus stacking.
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(a) (b)

(c1) (c2)

(d1) (d2)

FIGURE 5.10. Zoomed-in focus stacking results for bright images. (a) and (b) Two bright images
(shown in Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b)) with differently focused regions; (c1) and (c2) Focus stacked
image without and with reliability check when dark image in Figure 5.5(a) is used as reference
image for intensity registration and focus stacking; (d1) and (d2) Focus stacked image without and
with reliability check when dark image in Figure 5.5(b) is used as reference image for intensity
registration and focus stacking.

In the next step, the created four all-in-focus images are used for HDR radiance estimation

and tone mapping. Figure 5.11 shows HDR results. Figure 5.11(a) shows HDR tone mapped

image when four registered images in Figure 5.5 are used for HDR creation. Figure 5.11(b)
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(a1) (a2)

(b1) (b2)

(c1) (c2)

FIGURE 5.11. HDR results. (a1) HDR tone mapped image where four registered images in Figures
5.5(a)-5.5(d) are used for HDR creation; (b1) HDR tone mapped image where four all-in-focus
images without reliability mask (shown in Figures 5.9(c1), 5.9(d1), 5.7(c1) and 5.7(d1)) are used for
HDR creation; (c1) Tone mapped image where four all-in-focus images with reliability mask (shown
in Figures 5.9(c2), 5.9(d2), 5.7(c2) and 5.7(d2) are used for HDR creation; (a2)-(c2) Zoomed-in
versions of (a1)-(c1).

shows HDR tone mapped image when four created all-in-focus images without reliability

mask shown in Figures 5.7(c1), 5.7(d1), 5.9(c1) and 5.9(d1) are used for HDR creation.

Figure 5.11(c) shows HDR tone mapped image when four created all-in-focus images with

reliability mask shown in Figures 5.7(c2), 5.7(d2), 5.9(c2) and 5.9(d2) are used for HDR
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creation. By comparison, my proposed focus stacking under exposure diversity and HDR

method can extend depth of field and dynamic range of a scene from differently exposed and

focused images.

In my second experiment, I use only two images with a different combination of exposure

time and focus area. Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show experimental results of spatial registra-

tion, focus stacking under exposure diversity and HDR creation, respectively. The two input

(a) (b)

f1 f2 p21(·) p21(f2)

u21 MAD1 MAD2 MAD3

FIGURE 5.12. Spatial registration for another example. (a) and (b) Reference image and target
image; (a) and (b) have different focus regions and exposure time (1/20 second, 1/33 second);
MAD1: Mean absolute difference before spatial registration; MAD2: Mean absolute difference after
IMF but before optical flow method; MAD3: Mean absolute difference after IMF and optical flow
method for spatial registration.

images (shown in Figure 5.12(a) and 5.12(b)) are also captured with a DSLR camera. Figure

5.12(a) has a exposure time of 1/20 second, and is far-focused, whereas the second image
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in Figure 5.12(b) has a exposure time of 1/33 second, and is near-focused. The created two

all-in-focus images in Figure 5.13(c1) and 5.13(d1) and HDR tone mapped image in Figure

5.14(b1) demonstrate the effectiveness of my proposed method. From the created images, we

may see that our proposed focus stacking under exposure deversity extends depth of field,

and subsequent HDR creation extends dynamic range of the scene. The final created image

shown in Figure 5.14(b1) extends both dynamic range and depth of field of the scene.

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, I presented a method for extending depth of field and dynamic range from

differently focused and exposed images. Spatial registration is required to get the same scene

for merging differently exposed and focused images. Focus stacking under exposure diversity

first uses local sharpness-based criteria to detect in-focus regions, and then performs image

fusion which uses reliability mask to rule out registration error to create all-in-focus images.

Lastly, HDR estimation and tone mapping operation are applied to extend the dynamic range

of created all-in-focus images. Experimental results on real data show that the proposed

algorithm is promising to bring this application to consumer level.
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(a1) (a2)

(b1) (b2)

(c1) (c2)

(d1) (d2)

FIGURE 5.13. Focus stacking results for another example. (a) and (b) Two spatially registered
images with differently focused regions and different exposure values; (c1) and (c2) Focus stacked
image with reliability check when (a) is used as reference image for intensity registration and focus
stacking; (d1) and (d2) Focus stacked image with reliability check when (b) is used as reference
image for intensity registration and focus stacking.
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(a1) (a2)

(b1) (b2)

FIGURE 5.14. HDR results for another example. (a1) HDR tone mapped image where two regis-
tered images in Figures 5.13(a) and 5.13(b) are used for HDR creation; (b1) Tone mapped image
where two all-in-focus images with reliability mask (shown in Figures 5.13(c1) and 5.13(d1) are
used for HDR creation; (a2)-(b2) Zoomed-in versions of (a1)-(b1).
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6 Conclusions

Computational photography has the tendency to bring novel applications and experiences to

industry. Apple Inc. introduced HDR photos to iPhone4 or later which enables the user to

combine three separate exposures into a single HDR photo. Adobe Inc. incorporated focus

stacking as new feature into Photoshop which enables the user to create all-in-focus image

from multiple images with narrow depth-of-field. Also, in Max 2011 Sneak Peak, Adobe

product team announced the new feature in Photoshop that allows the user to remove blur-

riness from digital photos caused by camera shake. Lytro Inc. brings light field camera to

the common customers which allows the user to refocus the photo to either background or

foreground after the photo is taken. In my dissertation, I also bring computational photog-

raphy applications such as super-resolution imaging, HDR imaging and focus stacking to

PC and/or Android platform in Chapter 2. The emerging market of computational photog-

raphy indicates that vast investigation of image enhancement techniques in computational

photography has been motivated by research teams in industry from the marketing point of

view. Image quality is degraded by image formation process in traditional photography. As a

consequence, image enhancement methods seek to compensate for image degradations such

that it can escape the limitations of traditional photography.

Although super-resolution imaging and motion deblurring have been extensively studied in

each subfield, little attention has been given to the super-resolution problem where each im-

age is possibly degraded by large motion blur. Chapter 3 proposed a unified framework which

combined the super-resolution problem and the single image deblurring problem. A novel
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weight-based super-resolution reconstruction model is then formed in which each weight is

associated with the motion deblurred image, indicating the contribution of the correspond-

ing motion deblurred image in the overall cost to be minimized. Chapter 4 investigated the

space-varying image deblurring problem where a new way of identifying blur kernels across

the entire image is proposed. A new framework is proposed which contained three main steps

under the assumptions that the local blur kernel is uniform and that blur kernels across the

entire image could be clustered into distinct classes. No prior knowledge of blur kernel type

or structure information about objects affected by blur kernels is required beforehand. De-

blurred images from refined blur kernels will be used as candidates for final restored image

by the image fusion process. Although HDR and focus stacking problems have been actively

studied and even widely developed as software products as well. A unified framework of

HDR and focus stacking has seldom been investigated in the computational photography

field. One of main contributions of my dissertation is to propose a unified framework of

extending depth-of-field and dynamic range from differently focused and exposed images in

Chapter 5.

Although a variety of image enhancement methods and applications were investigated in

my dissertation, there are still many issues to be addressed. My space-varying image deblur-

ring algorithm does not handle boundary information or structure information of object,

leading to artifacts around boundaries of objects. The suitable size of sliding window to get

patches should be studied. In the blur kernel PSF estimation problem, I use hard threshold-

ing to enforce sparsity of blur kernel. Actually, to robustly enforce sparsity, the nature or

structure of blur kernel needs to be studied in my future work. Also, in both super-resolution

problem and image deblurring problem, computational cost should be reduced for real-time

applications by introducing GPU accelerators in the future work. Nowadays, multi-threaded

GPU implementation can reduce the execution time for intensive computations in super-

resolution and image deblurring problems. Furthermore, reduced per-frame processing time
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allows the user to apply these image enhancement techniques to the real-time video streams

which may be one promising direction in computational photography.

Another issue to be investigated in my future work is how to adaptively set parameters

in the proposed image enhancement methods. For example, in my proposed method for

extending depth of field and dynamic range of a scene, we empirically choose the threshold

to reject registration errors. Also, in our proposed space-varying image deblurring method, we

empirically choose a certain number of patches whose blur kernels are closer to the estimated

centroid as the reliable region for the true blur kernel. In my future work, some objective

methods may be provided to robustly set parameters in the proposed image enhancement

methods and applications.
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